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@jaymiek congrats @j_wilson & all the other #D2L innovators! #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 23:45 | giuliaforsythe

An interesting, informative read @kensteele . Thank you for sharing your blog about the #STLHE2012
conference! (http://t.co/bFfs6neE)

21-Jun-12 23:22 | DanCanThinks

RT @bwuetherick: Transformative critical thinking requires students to think about issues that implicate their
identity & unarticulated worldviews #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 23:17 | DanCanThinks

Congrats to Tetyana Antimirova from Physics Ryerson who won one of the D2L Innovation Award for the use of
online tutoring system #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 22:57 | restiandriati

Congrats to Chuck Howard of Ryerson who received one of the inaugural 3M National Student Fellows
#stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 22:53 | restiandriati

RT @bestpoutine: Priorities: listen to the system, stop performing at all costs, question rigid belief systems, think
outside of the box, #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 22:52 | natashakenny

RT @bestpoutine: think outside of the box, empower people to fulfil themselves, restore dialogue, and develop
collective intelligence #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 22:51 | natashakenny

3M national teachers and students award ceremony #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 22:47 | smosonyi

RT @cogdog: #ds106radio shows how a course can extend as a community #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 22:44 | natashakenny

Congratulations to all the 3M award winners, especially Carleton's own Adrian Chan!!! #stlhe2012
http://t.co/64WUu5hR

21-Jun-12 22:41 | CU_EDC

#stlhe2012 celebrating achievement .. Excellence in teaching .. Congrats to all winners http://t.co/CZZBT93V

21-Jun-12 22:41 | SherryLeeDuncan

3M Teaching & Student Leaders Awards at #stlhe2012. What an inspiration!

21-Jun-12 22:39 | UGseminars

Let the gala begin! #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 22:31 | CU_EDC

Congrats @j_wilson! Thrilled to see you being honored tonight @ #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 22:30 | grrrlmeetsworld

@brlamb @grantpotter @giuliaforsythe how was the talk?! I missed it!... =( #ds106radio #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 22:17 | draggin

Ojibwa songs at #STLHE2012 ! #theycancroon http://t.co/U12bNMt2

21-Jun-12 22:16 | kenyajade

Tried to catch a quick nap before the #stlhe2012 banquet evening... Not sure if that was a good idea or not.

21-Jun-12 22:01 | jaymiek

RT @AcademicaTopTen: Added 2 sessions to my #STLHE2012 blog today -- one on metrics by HEQCO, the
other on research ethics. http://t.co/z43ktvYZ #cdnpse

21-Jun-12 21:40 | lauren_hudak

Added 2 sessions to my #STLHE2012 blog today -- one on metrics by HEQCO, the other on research ethics.
http://t.co/A3otifHo #cdnpse

21-Jun-12 21:31 | kensteele

Added 2 sessions to my #STLHE2012 blog today -- one on metrics by HEQCO, the other on research ethics.
http://t.co/z43ktvYZ #cdnpse

21-Jun-12 21:31 | AcademicaTopTen



RT @trudeanstudents: #ds106radio as a digital playground - and a site for reflection #STLHE2012
#powerfullearning

21-Jun-12 21:07 | DrGarcia

RT @TCNoel: Link for #ds106radio session: http://t.co/bcKKcWFa #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 21:05 | pattimarathon

@giuliaforsythe @brlamb @grantpotter #ds106radio is dialog. I'd like you to share w/ #stlhe2012 folks how to
listen, not just broadcast.

21-Jun-12 21:00 | DrGarcia

Great presentation at #stlhe2012 on the use on social media. Perhaps the most useful tip is to give students...
http://t.co/51F6I1BS

21-Jun-12 20:56 | rjhogue

Just upgraded tumblr and hope that fixes my issue with twitter #stlhe2012 http://t.co/N4q506Ns

21-Jun-12 20:53 | rjhogue

That was a great session, I enjoyed from VT! RT @mctoonish: @grantpotter @brlamb @giuliaforsythe Thanks
for the awesome session. #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 20:53 | plaidavenger

@LisaMLane thanks for tuning in! #ds106radio #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 20:52 | giuliaforsythe

.@grantpotter @brlamb @giuliaforsythe Thanks so much for the awesome session. #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 20:51 | mctoonish

@BSawhill @bryanjack @DrGarcia @jimgroom @BenjaminHarwood @cogdog you guys are awesome! Thanks
for participating #ds106radio #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 20:50 | giuliaforsythe

Awesome truth about universal design: it's economically good for uni AND socially just #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 20:50 | fitzm

Collected 3 business cards in the past 2 days at #stlhe2012 but got 9 new Twitter followers from here (plus
@plaidavenger - I'm humbled).

21-Jun-12 20:47 | mctoonish

@jacquigingras @blepharisma Interested to try using #ds106radio for digital story telling in your course?
#stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 20:46 | restiandriati

#STLHE2012 promote reflective learners. Idea,1min writes. What's the hardest thing your struggling with in
transitioning to University? Why?

21-Jun-12 20:46 | joannealisonfox

@BSawhill if the stream is free, seize it! If someone is on, just ask for it! #ds106radio #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 20:46 | giuliaforsythe

there has been no mention so far about what it means to create a safe learning space to explore justification of
beliefs #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 20:45 | bwuetherick

Not surprisingly, @jimgroom has a very "radio" voice. Enjoying hearing from him in our session #STLHE2012
#ds106

21-Jun-12 20:44 | jaymiek

@jimgroom Pissing on everyone #ds106radio #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 20:43 | cogdog

@scottlo entrance to #ds106radio during Tokyo earthquake showed how this went way beyond just an add on
#STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 20:42 | cogdog

@brlamb extolls "futzing" #ds106radio #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 20:40 | cogdog

RT @joannealisonfox: Research presented by undergrad at #STLHE2012 showing differences between student
& faculty views about student struggles during transition

21-Jun-12 20:40 | bwuetherick



Hard vs. soft critical thinking: the difference is teaching skills or changing disposition #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 20:39 | veeebsy

Transformative critical thinking requires students to think about issues that implicate their identity & unarticulated
worldviews #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 20:38 | bwuetherick

@TCNoel also radio as behind scenes, sharing feedback and ppl who are at live events #ds106radio
#STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 20:38 | cogdog

And I wonder if there are some science courses that make use of #ds106radio ... and how? #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 20:37 | TCNoel

RT @TCNoel: Web radio as "overflow room" for performances, events. #ds106radio #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 20:36 | mctoonish

@plaidavenger I'm in conference session about this. You might find uses for something like it -
http://t.co/NzVoaniW #ds106radio #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 20:36 | mctoonish

Social media is more than just twitter and Facebook #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 20:36 | rjhogue

Web radio as "overflow room" for performances, events. #ds106radio #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 20:35 | TCNoel

Managed to get into the internet radio session about #ds106 #STLHE2012 http://t.co/9ovMzuqS

21-Jun-12 20:35 | Edu_Trends

Low barriers to access with web radio. #ds106radio #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 20:34 | TCNoel

Help change students critical dispositions through transformative experiences #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 20:34 | bwuetherick

Research presented by undergrad at #STLHE2012 showing differences between student & faculty views about
student struggles during transition

21-Jun-12 20:33 | joannealisonfox

And #ds106radio brings in the international community our friends in the Uk, Australia, new Zealand, Japan
#stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 20:33 | cogdog

RT @mctoonish: We're broadcasting live on #ds106radio at #stlhe2012. <- listening in

21-Jun-12 20:33 | LisaMLane

Me too “@richardgorrie: Sitting in #stlhe2012 session about #ds106radio with @grantpotter @giuliaforsythe
@brlamb”

21-Jun-12 20:32 | restiandriati

RT @richardgorrie: Sitting in #stlhe2012 session about #ds106radio with @grantpotter @giuliaforsythe @brlamb

21-Jun-12 20:32 | restiandriati

#ds106radio shows how a course can extend as a community #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 20:31 | cogdog

#ds106radio as a digital playground - and a site for reflection #STLHE2012 #powerfullearning

21-Jun-12 20:30 | trudeanstudents

How we enculturate students into critical dispositions? Creating a culture of criticality #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 20:29 | bwuetherick

RT @TCNoel: Reminder that #ds106radio is an educational radio station. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 20:29 | mctoonish



Reminder that #ds106radio is an educational radio station. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 20:28 | TCNoel

Listening audience to #stlhe2012 session on #ds106radio on.... #ds106radio http://t.co/4gv9AsWS

21-Jun-12 20:28 | bryanjack

RT @bwuetherick: Critical thinking as disposition rather than skill ... from teaching critical thinking skills to
fostering critical dispositions #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 20:28 | neilbuddel

@TCNoel should I tweet more from my session then? #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 20:28 | bwuetherick

Ooh, @mctoonish asks about copyright ... #ds106radio #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 20:27 | TCNoel

Listening into @grantpotter @giuliaforsythe @brlamb on #ds106radio from my living room in upstate NY
#stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 20:26 | BenjaminHarwood

Role of Twitter in #ds106radio protocol from @brlamb #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 20:26 | TCNoel

Critical thinking as disposition rather than skill ... from teaching critical thinking skills to fostering critical
dispositions #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 20:26 | bwuetherick

RT @TCNoel: Live-tweeting of #STLHE2012 may be skewed to web radio session ...

21-Jun-12 20:25 | mctoonish

Live-tweeting of #STLHE2012 may be skewed to web radio session ...

21-Jun-12 20:24 | TCNoel

Sitting in #stlhe2012 session about #ds106radio with @grantpotter @giuliaforsythe @brlamb

21-Jun-12 20:23 | richardgorrie

Link for #ds106radio session: http://t.co/bcKKcWFa #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 20:23 | TCNoel

Check out the page with tutorials, etc. from #ds106radio #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 20:23 | mctoonish

@bryanjack @grantpotter @cogdog hi guys! Glad you can tune in! #ds106radio #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 20:22 | giuliaforsythe

Curious how copyright fits in with #ds106radio. #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 20:21 | mctoonish

Originally #ds106radio a place for students to explore audio. Way for students to participate in audio conversation
w/o login. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 20:21 | TCNoel

And very impressed by the fascinating response of the people in the wrong ... A lot of "you're asking the wrong
question" #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 20:20 | bwuetherick

Managed to get into the internet radio session about #ds106 #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 20:20 | jaymiek

uncertain about the experience of the last session ... Interesting data, but presented in strange and out-of-context
ways #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 20:19 | bwuetherick

We're broadcasting live on #ds106radio at #stlhe2012.

21-Jun-12 20:19 | mctoonish



We are broadcasting live on #ds106radio right now! #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 20:18 | TCNoel

RT @TCNoel: Session on #ds106radio about too start! #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 20:17 | mctoonish

Session on #ds106radio about too start! #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 20:17 | TCNoel

RT @TCNoel: Mansfield 8 is buzzing - we're stoked for web radio session! #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 20:17 | mctoonish

Mansfield 8 is buzzing - we're stoked for web radio session! #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 20:16 | TCNoel

Thanks! “@giuliaforsythe: Deconstructing the Concept Map [visual notes] #STLHE2012 http://t.co/XbE4IdCQ”

21-Jun-12 20:16 | restiandriati

About to start #ds106radio session at #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 20:15 | giuliaforsythe

Social media in the classroom #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 20:15 | rjhogue

The classroom beyond the four walls... social media panel #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 20:14 | smosonyi

We are getting an iP4d lesson. (Limitations to first version in terms of mirroring.) #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 20:13 | TCNoel

my first #STLHE2012 was illuminating, alas it’s over for me now. Hope to be back next year.

21-Jun-12 20:11 | plrowley

So far we've established that @giuliaforsythe has a real talent for drawing cool things. #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 20:11 | mctoonish

And we ARE at capacity in Mansfield 8! #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 20:09 | TCNoel

We are in a teeny tiny room. I suspect we'll be at capacity shortly (& session doesn't start for 10 min).
#STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 20:08 | TCNoel

RT @icantstanyu: Following the #STLHE2012 conversation and loving the fact that most of the tweets are from
ULC and @GMCTE_UofS.

21-Jun-12 20:04 | veeebsy

RT @TCNoel: Soon session by @giuliaforsythe @grantpotter @brlamb. I'm sitting next to @mctoonish!
#STLHE2012 #Tweeps

21-Jun-12 20:04 | mctoonish

Beyond skills to dispositions: Transforming the critical thinking classrooms #thisouttabegood #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 20:02 | veeebsy

Soon session by @giuliaforsythe @grantpotter @brlamb. I'm sitting next to @mctoonish! #STLHE2012 #Tweeps

21-Jun-12 20:02 | TCNoel

Following the #STLHE2012 conversation and loving the fact that most of the tweets are from ULC and
@GMCTE_UofS.

21-Jun-12 20:01 | icantstanyu

Sitting in room waiting for @giuliaforsythe @grantpotter and @brlamb to do their thing. Been looking forward to
this all day. #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 19:59 | mctoonish



RT @fitzm: Finding in blended learning study: lack of prof feedback in online discussion kills motivation. Need to
build for interaction #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 19:55 | pattimarathon

@giuliaforsythe Thanks for sharing all the great visuals over the course of the #STLHE2012 conference — gives
a flavour of sessions missed!

21-Jun-12 19:48 | ProfTucker

Ok @fitzm Is this #stlhe2012 at McGill? http://t.co/I3e9dftM

21-Jun-12 19:47 | jokrausdu

Male students report that they study much less than female students, and also that they have worse study skills -
curious why #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 19:47 | bwuetherick

This session is one of the most interesting conversations all conferences. Hard questions, harder answers
#measuringsuccess #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 19:45 | veeebsy

Discussion table on services for study abroad/distance learning led to talk about OA advocacy. Awesome.
#stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 19:44 | fitzm

In (small) study, students in experimental grp able to ID concepts & relate them to prev concepts in course, own
experiences. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 19:42 | TCNoel

Valerie Lopes - These are our students and we have to enable their success. #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 19:41 | wilsondotmary

Finding in blended learning study: lack of prof feedback in online discussion kills motivation. Need to build for
interaction #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 19:40 | fitzm

Revisiting Reflective Journals, Tim O'Connell round table [visual notes] #STLHE2012 http://t.co/7lHBJyyN

21-Jun-12 19:39 | giuliaforsythe

Personal Epistemologies as Barriers and Facilitators 2 Learning by Science & Eng UG Students:
http://t.co/rsN52HFk #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 19:35 | TCNoel

Got to give some impromptu Google Scholar tips during my preso at #stlhe2012. Best participants ever. Thanks!

21-Jun-12 19:35 | fitzm

@bwuetherick Same reason(s) for all groups? #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 19:35 | mctoonish

For example, abor. students, disabled students, low income students, and male students are dropping out more
than average #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 19:33 | bwuetherick

Compared collab grp approach & peer inst in diff sections. Collab grp performed better on final exam q - more
deep learning? #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 19:32 | TCNoel

Interesting data being shared by Richard Wiggers, from HEQCO, on Ontario universities #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 19:32 | bwuetherick

Conceptual-conflict collab group exercises: structured grps solve conceptual prob, some present 2 class. Class
votes 4 options. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 19:31 | TCNoel

RT @jaymiek Anything for national aboriginal day at #stlhe2012? // good question!

21-Jun-12 19:26 | bwuetherick

Reflective Writing Tool - used to prompt metacognition in students as they read text prior to class, construct
self-dialogue. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 19:26 | TCNoel

Suite of activities: Reflective Writing Tool, conceptual-conflict collab grp exercises, critique writing exercises.
#STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 19:24 | TCNoel



RT @jaymiek: Ever had an awesome teacher? Want a way to thank them? http://t.co/0SPvcGN6 #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 19:24 | grrrlmeetsworld

Like how presenter used images of cogs working together to show aspects that effect learning. If one cog breaks,
nothing works. #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 19:23 | mctoonish

If material presented in fragmented way, & student expects more cohesion, conflict arises. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 19:23 | TCNoel

How I've described reading outside my field MT @TCNoel: Although understand each word, sentences take form
of unknown language #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 19:22 | genegeek

great conversation at the learning commons redux round table thx to all who participated! #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 19:22 | wilsondotmary

Exciting round table discussion about TA training programs, led by Erin from across town at SFU! #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 19:22 | cdrawn

Epistemoogical conflict if student expects argument from authority but class activities require independent
thought. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 19:22 | TCNoel

Students enter sci courses with preconceived beliefs re: nature of science, and can be very set in high school
ways of learning. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 19:21 | TCNoel

Although individual words understandable, sentences appear to take form of unknown language in gateway
science courses. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 19:19 | TCNoel

Important to remember -> RT @TCNoel: Language & epistemology of science akin to foreign culture. Challenge
4 students. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 19:19 | mcshanahan

Language & epistemology of science akin to foreign culture. Challenge 4 students. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 19:18 | TCNoel

How does your institution define blended learning? #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 19:18 | mctoonish

“@giuliaforsythe: Deconstructing the Concept Map [visual notes] #STLHE2012 http://t.co/QzBkGRf3” lovely!

21-Jun-12 19:17 | Mklaurie

In session on Blended Learning in Digital Age. #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 19:17 | mctoonish

Calvin Kalman speaking at session, but total of 8 collaborators from various schools. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 19:17 | TCNoel

RT @peterallanwolf: #stlhe2012 with the increasing professionalizing of educ dvlpmt & STLHE's SoTL focus, will
we end up privilege (ed) research over t&l?

21-Jun-12 19:15 | mctoonish

Now: Are we focusing too much on teaching? How do we measure the impact on learning? #SoTL #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 19:14 | veeebsy

#stlhe2012 with the increasing professionalizing of educ dvlpmt & STLHE's SoTL focus, will we end up privilege
(ed) research over t&l?

21-Jun-12 19:13 | peterallanwolf

@HEQCO presentation: are we focusing too much on the teaching? how do we measure the impact on learning?
#stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 19:12 | smosonyi

Round table discussion was a nice change of pace. Mixed reviews on my table however - definitely lots of food
for thought #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 19:09 | veeebsy



Awaiting start of CS5.04 - Understanding the Nature of Science & Nonscientific Modes of Thinking in Gateway
Science Courses. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 19:08 | TCNoel

Roundtable on fostering positive public perception on higher ed was informative #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 19:02 | smosonyi

#stlhe2012 "leaders can be developed" round table discussion .. Veronique Dorais Ram

21-Jun-12 19:00 | SherryLeeDuncan

Visually stunning resources & references of #STLHE2012 pre-conference session via @giuliaforsythe's site:
http://t.co/lC2lSimF

21-Jun-12 18:31 | SFUteachlearn

RT @jaymiek: Ever had an awesome teacher? Want a way to thank them? http://t.co/0SPvcGN6 #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 18:27 | peterallanwolf

Good teaching doesn't come out of a vacuum #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 18:25 | jaymiek

Ever had an awesome teacher? Want a way to thank them? http://t.co/0SPvcGN6 #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 18:23 | jaymiek

RT @giuliaforsythe: Deconstructing the Concept Map [visual notes] #STLHE2012 http://t.co/KnRcF4gX

21-Jun-12 18:16 | adamfdotnet

@giuliaforsythe Sorry if I was too klouchey with my suggestions last night #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 18:15 | mattforsythe

@mattforsythe I told a conference organizer that we need to use human language #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 18:10 | giuliaforsythe

Listening to heather and barbara...the Tao do Sam-I-am in the work of instructional designers... #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 18:09 | Diane_Janes

@giuliaforsythe how’s it going today? #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 18:06 | mattforsythe

RT @TCNoel: Yay! Eduroam working for me at McGill. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 17:18 | mcgill_wireless

Went to a session on communities of practice that was very interesting, but no Internet so couldn't share with my
Twitter CoP. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 17:12 | mctoonish

Everyone is making use of wordle and think, pair, share #funbutallthesame #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 17:06 | veeebsy

Learning with, from and about each other #key #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 17:06 | veeebsy

Amazing use of prezi at the Alan Blizzard plenary ... Great design .... #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 16:09 | rjhogue

Deconstructing the Concept Map [visual notes] #STLHE2012 http://t.co/KnRcF4gX

21-Jun-12 15:58 | giuliaforsythe

But what could be more fun?!? :) @TCNoel: Oh, I hope we don't spend too much time on definitions (blended,
hybrid) ... #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 15:42 | stumpymccripple

Congratulations to #McMaster the Alan Blizzard Award recipients for their program for interprofessional practice,
ed and research #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 15:42 | veeebsy



Now the Allan Blizzard Award presentation - an award for collaborative projects that improve ardent learning
#stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 15:39 | veeebsy

Really simple yet effective method of dealing with at risk students - weekly meetings with various ppl across
campus to discuss #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 15:39 | veeebsy

Discuss learning outcomes (for students and teachers) at start. How do we meet in the middle? #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 15:36 | UofT_Teaching

Participant concerned re: bringing in more teachers in science class. I say that represents science - dynamic,
community-based! #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 15:31 | TCNoel

RT @UofT_Teaching: Sustainable educational development means time for reflection. Stop, think, understand
surroundings and environment. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 15:31 | Diane_Janes

RT @joannealisonfox: Personal, reflective, and supportive = speakers at #STLHE2012. Being a good educator is
all about understanding what it means to be human

21-Jun-12 15:31 | Diane_Janes

RT @mctoonish: NRC asked how to balance need to be prepaired when meeting w/ others & what she's saying. I
think by being prepared to listen. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 15:30 | Diane_Janes

We need a http://t.co/Bei6VYQJ (or OK Cupid?) to hook up virtual team teachers! #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 15:29 | TCNoel

Book recommendation "The Graphic Syllabus and the Outcomes Map: Communicating Your Course"
http://t.co/tLq41EF0 #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 15:25 | richardgorrie

VTT handouts available via #STLHE2012 Pathable site.

21-Jun-12 15:24 | TCNoel

Student stereotypes about urban/rural people appeared to have positive shift at end of course. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 15:23 | TCNoel

Students didn't really like using camera to communicate with students in another town. Big camera scary!
#STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 15:22 | TCNoel

#stlhe2012 "Don't take away recess..." Amen! http://t.co/OOr3tRt4

21-Jun-12 15:21 | SherryLeeDuncan

#stlhe2012 CS4.12 Group work-if fired, allow individual project but lower the maximum grade #nugget

21-Jun-12 15:20 | ProfTucker

Deep dialogue in response to the question "What is the responsibility of the university to provide transformative
experiences?" #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 15:20 | trudeanstudents

#stlhe2012 3M teaching A Thompson "Welcome to my classroom"Students will perform to your expectations..
http://t.co/GP041jmV

21-Jun-12 15:19 | SherryLeeDuncan

AW because student feedback measures are so instrumental in T&P we need to ensure faculty confidence in
reliability and validity. #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 15:18 | wilsondotmary

Students used Prezi. Was useful to allow multiple people constructing presentation (nearly) simultaneously.
#STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 15:18 | TCNoel

Not totally convinced of the importance of classifying concept maps #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 15:18 | jaymiek

VTT used Moodle - open source, easy to use. Students used wikis in Moodle at beginning & end of course.
#STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 15:17 | TCNoel



#stlhe2012 "teacher expectancy model" .. What are your student expectations based on? http://t.co/EdR9tQZp

21-Jun-12 15:15 | SherryLeeDuncan

Can combine v different instructors, but need to share instructional philosophy. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 15:14 | TCNoel

Synchronous nature of the VTT courses allowed flexibility that might not be possible in other formats.
#STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 15:08 | TCNoel

Can help boost student "digital self-esteem" by use of communications technology in course. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 15:05 | TCNoel

#stlhe2012 3M winner Friedman showing masterful building of concepts, clarity of expectations (this is what I
want you to be able to do).

21-Jun-12 15:03 | cdrawn

A benefit - honest exchange of ideas, constructive criticism from colleagues. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 15:02 | TCNoel

Nathan Loewen reminds us that technology does have learning curve, can bring many challenges. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 15:01 | TCNoel

Virtual guest speaker from India could speak to classes here. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 15:00 | TCNoel

We learn that virtual presenter Nathan likes cats ... Good man! #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 14:57 | TCNoel

The Change Lab at SFU - now this is applied, interdisciplinary learning! http://t.co/8Ubd3xbm #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 14:55 | trudeanstudents

Instructors organized a "meet halfway" trip so students could meet. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 14:55 | TCNoel

VTT - used cloud-based presentation tools. Urban/rural contrast noted. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 14:53 | TCNoel

Fun US election map app ... 270towin ... #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 14:51 | rjhogue

VTT project used many technologies. Heavy reliance on iChat. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 14:51 | TCNoel

Virtual Team Teaching project - pedagogical exp't, Vanier College, Cegep de Sept-Ils humanities courses. 8
teachers, 3 courses #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 14:50 | TCNoel

Ah, first Prezi I've seen at #STLHE2012!

21-Jun-12 14:45 | TCNoel

McGill has created very useful guides and tools for faculty to use in interpreting student feedback on courses
#STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 14:45 | wilsondotmary

Talking about concept maps at #STLHE2012 <3

21-Jun-12 14:44 | jaymiek

Graduate and professional skills workshops at Concordia http://t.co/rp5DYwno #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 14:44 | richardgorrie

Fun exercise, name the state, #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 14:43 | rjhogue



Looks like each school (or departments) tend to try to define terms for themselves. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 14:43 | TCNoel

Two key points: learning doesn't exist in a vacuum and learning isn't linear. #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 14:43 | veeebsy

Learning without boundaries: supporting students holistically with L.Wilson from the UofWales Student Services
#stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 14:42 | veeebsy

Oh, I hope we don't spend too much time on definitions (blended, hybrid) ... #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 14:42 | TCNoel

Definitions of blended vary widely - technology not always included as necessary component. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 14:40 | TCNoel

Learning about SFU's Semester in Dialogue. Bold way to create a learning environment. #nolectures #noexams
@nopapers #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 14:40 | trudeanstudents

Now we're talking about "blended learning". At York, it's defined! #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 14:38 | TCNoel

SC: Project not about technology - it's about communication! #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 14:37 | TCNoel

@MaggieMcDnll WHERE ARE THE (full-size) BAGELS??!?!? #Montreal #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 14:36 | TCNoel

Sharon Coyle says you don't have to be a tech wizard to use these tools. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 14:35 | TCNoel

Anything for national aboriginal day at #stlhe2012?

21-Jun-12 14:35 | jaymiek

Now, to learn about virtual team teaching. One presenter is speaking to us via Skype from UVic! #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 14:33 | TCNoel

Room is buzzing. #stlhe2012 U.S. Election workshop.

21-Jun-12 14:32 | MaggieMcDnll

#stlhe2012 CS4.12 Don't assume students know how to work in a group #GtreatNugget

21-Jun-12 14:31 | ProfTucker

Sessions too interactive and too intimate to tweet. :) #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 14:27 | saskatoonberry2

Energetic #STLHE2012 presenters. Our #ds106radio session is in this room at 4:15 @brlamb @grantpotter:
giulia.fo... http://t.co/bXQpXJ1X

21-Jun-12 14:20 | dshareski

RT @giuliaforsythe: Energetic #STLHE2012 presenters. Our #ds106radio session is in this room at 4:15
@brlamb @grantpotter http://t.co/3VrcK8jD

21-Jun-12 14:17 | mctoonish

Energetic #STLHE2012 presenters. Our #ds106radio session is in this room at 4:15 @brlamb @grantpotter
http://t.co/3VrcK8jD

21-Jun-12 14:15 | giuliaforsythe

Agreed. Quite remarkable. @natashakenny: #stlhe2012 Nicole Rege Colet was incredibly reflective, vulnerable
and absolutely 'real'

21-Jun-12 14:08 | Margin_Notes

RT @natashakenny: #stlhe2012 love the notion of listening deeply, w/out having to filter things through our
existing beliefs - listen w/ the intent 2 LISTEN

21-Jun-12 14:04 | veeebsy



Still not convinced about these "nutrition" breaks. We're in Montreal - where are the croissants? #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 13:58 | MaggieMcDnll

A quick shirt change after the sweltering bike ride here and I'm ready for another action packed day at
#STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 13:52 | CjBayesian

RT @mctoonish: NRC asked how to balance need to be prepaired when meeting w/ others & what she's saying. I
think by being prepared to listen. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 13:45 | UofT_Teaching

I'm wondering what car I would be. Hoping Audi wagon (reliable, well designed). Probably VW bus (out of date,
classic to some) #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 13:44 | UofT_Teaching

RT @natashakenny: #stlhe2012 Nicole Rege Colet was incredibly reflective, vulnerable and absolutely 'real'

21-Jun-12 13:43 | c_hoessler

NRC say "I don’t know" and it’s okay to say because it means I’m letting go…of the control #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 13:42 | c_hoessler

NRC asked how to balance need to be prepaired when meeting w/ others & what she's saying. I think by being
prepared to listen. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 13:41 | mctoonish

RT @TCNoel: Yes! Courageous, inspiring talk! RT @natashakenny: #stlhe2012 Nicole Rege Colet was incredibly
reflective, vulnerable and absolutely 'real'

21-Jun-12 13:41 | joannealisonfox

RT @TCNoel: Yes! Courageous, inspiring talk! RT @natashakenny: #stlhe2012 Nicole Rege Colet was incredibly
reflective, vulnerable and absolutely 'real'

21-Jun-12 13:41 | adamfdotnet

#stlhe2012 we need to think more about restoring dialogue, rather than providing expertise - we need to help
others create change

21-Jun-12 13:40 | natashakenny

RT @adamfdotnet: It takes a lot of courage to "not know" #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 13:40 | joannealisonfox

RT @natashakenny: #stlhe2012 We must ask "what can I do to empower faith and confidence in others - to fully
restore (discover) their potential?"

21-Jun-12 13:40 | bestpoutine

Yes! Courageous, inspiring talk! RT @natashakenny: #stlhe2012 Nicole Rege Colet was incredibly reflective,
vulnerable and absolutely 'real'

21-Jun-12 13:39 | TCNoel

Avoiding the steamroller means we can enable the community to find their voice. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 13:39 | UofT_Teaching

RT @fitzm: Awesomely bilingual morning at #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 13:39 | adamfdotnet

Personal, reflective, and supportive = speakers at #STLHE2012. Being a good educator is all about
understanding what it means to be human

21-Jun-12 13:39 | joannealisonfox

It takes a lot of courage to "not know" #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 13:39 | adamfdotnet

#stlhe2012 We must ask "what can I do to empower faith and confidence in others - to fully restore (discover)
their potential?"

21-Jun-12 13:38 | natashakenny

Awesomely bilingual morning at #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 13:38 | fitzm

RT @kathymesnow: #STLHE2012 NRC says question rigid belief systems- but start with your own

21-Jun-12 13:37 | fitzm



RT @zoneticcll: #stlhe2012 Nicole Rege Colet illustrating with style the power of personal narrative as a
pedagogical technique.

21-Jun-12 13:36 | UofT_Teaching

RT @UofT_Teaching: Enthusiasm is important but avoid steamroller tactics. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 13:35 | mctoonish

#stlhe2012 feel like a diplomat with the translation head phones on :)

21-Jun-12 13:35 | shaned07

Enthusiasm is important but avoid steamroller tactics. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 13:35 | UofT_Teaching

RT @UofT_Teaching: Sustainable educational development means time for reflection. Stop, think, understand
surroundings and environment. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 13:34 | CentreforFacDev

RT @natashakenny: #stlhe2012 love the notion of listening deeply, w/out having to filter things through our
existing beliefs - listen w/ the intent 2 LISTEN

21-Jun-12 13:34 | mctoonish

#stlhe2012 love the notion of listening deeply, w/out having to filter things through our existing beliefs - listen w/
the intent 2 LISTEN

21-Jun-12 13:34 | natashakenny

#stlhe2012 NRC plenary akin to eds version of agile prj management

21-Jun-12 13:33 | shaned07

@natashakenny & @giuliaforsythe you should try to meet up with my buddy brian (@SMUWritCentre) while at
#stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 13:32 | kylemackie

#STLHE2012 plenary in French asks us to question rigid belief systems & restore dialogue. Thank you
translators, glad to be able to listen

21-Jun-12 13:32 | joannealisonfox

#stlhe2012 Nicole Rege Colet was incredibly reflective, vulnerable and absolutely 'real'

21-Jun-12 13:31 | natashakenny

Collective intelligence allows us to move forward and progress in educational development. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 13:29 | TCNoel

#stlhe2012 Nicole Rege Colet illustrating with style the power of personal narrative as a pedagogical technique.

21-Jun-12 13:28 | zoneticcll

Can be difficult in rigid systems to get people to think out of the box. This is where empowering people to fulfil
selves key. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 13:28 | TCNoel

RT @bestpoutine: think outside of the box, empower people to fulfil themselves, restore dialogue, and develop
collective intelligence #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 13:28 | mctoonish

RT @kathymesnow: #STLHE2012 NRC says question rigid belief systems- but start with your own

21-Jun-12 13:27 | UofT_Teaching

RT @bestpoutine: think outside of the box, empower people to fulfil themselves, restore dialogue, and develop
collective intelligence #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 13:27 | UofT_Teaching

RT @kathymesnow: #STLHE2012 NRC says question rigid belief systems- but start with your own

21-Jun-12 13:27 | mctoonish

#STLHE2012 NRC says question rigid belief systems- but start with your own

21-Jun-12 13:25 | kathymesnow

NRC priorities, cont.: empowering people to fulfil themselves, restore dialogue, nurture collective intelligence.
#STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 13:25 | TCNoel



think outside of the box, empower people to fulfil themselves, restore dialogue, and develop collective intelligence
#stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 13:25 | bestpoutine

NRC priorities: listening 2 system, stop performing at all costs, questioning rigid belief systems, thinking out of the
box ...#STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 13:24 | TCNoel

Learn to listen without influence of belief system. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 13:24 | UofT_Teaching

Priorities: listen to the system, stop performing at all costs, question rigid belief systems, think outside of the box,
#stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 13:24 | bestpoutine

NRC had to set aside beliefs, models, to listen to people within system, learn what their proximal dev't zone is.
#STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 13:23 | TCNoel

The sign of a microbiologist: MT @TCNoel: (Do they disinfect between uses?) #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 13:22 | gavatron

NRC struggled with preparing for #STLHE2012 talk. "Old" Nicole expectations of being the red Ferrari.

21-Jun-12 13:22 | TCNoel

#stlhe2012 #stlhe2012 we need to reflect upon what we need to do to change - shifting self before others!

21-Jun-12 13:19 | natashakenny

#stlhe2012 we can't have blind faith in methodologies - we need to stop and think first

21-Jun-12 13:18 | natashakenny

RT @UofT_Teaching: Sustainable educational development means time for reflection. Stop, think, understand
surroundings and environment. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 13:18 | mctoonish

Sustainable educational development means time for reflection. Stop, think, understand surroundings and
environment. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 13:18 | UofT_Teaching

Meta note - very interesting to have a plenary that is primarily a personal story. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 13:18 | TCNoel

NRC left wondering about many things relating to experience. How to bring about change in system? What
responsibility do I bear? #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 13:15 | TCNoel

First from the attendees who understand French and then from those who are receiving the translation (good
translation!) #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 13:15 | bestpoutine

@Mattclare you'll be pleased to know that the #STLHE2012 keynote Nicole Rege Colet is using an F1 metaphor

21-Jun-12 13:14 | giuliaforsythe

With change in gov't, NRC was depicted in press poorly (& as Canadian)! Ousted from position. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 13:13 | TCNoel

NRC encountered resistance to change. Difficult working climate - colleagues didn't want to work with her.
#STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 13:12 | TCNoel

One neat side effect of the simultaneous translation is the lag for the humor. The laughter comes twice.
#stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 13:12 | bestpoutine

Swiss educational development compared to a Fiat 500. Great imagery. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 13:12 | UofT_Teaching

hence the need for a proximal development system #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 13:11 | bestpoutine



I was referred to as an F1 race car and the others at the institutions consider themselves to rusting fiats.
#stlhe2012...

21-Jun-12 13:10 | bestpoutine

New colleagues tried to let NRC know that she was "ahead" of them ... metaphor of her as red Ferrari, vs. them
as old Fiat 500s. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 13:10 | TCNoel

@peterallanwolf sometimes I use http://t.co/PtJPcqCO to archive conference tweets #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 13:09 | giuliaforsythe

Colet- took on a project to work with an institution that develops teachers, elementary to about college level.
#stlhe2012 (In italian).

21-Jun-12 13:08 | bestpoutine

NRC did not speak Italian when she started the job ... didn't think would be a problem ... #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 13:08 | TCNoel

NRC cites ambition, energy, belief. Felt her educational framework was powerful, would lead to change. Had
confidence in skills. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 13:07 | TCNoel

RBC seeking to make university an unforgettable experience where students connect with what is exceptional
within self #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 13:07 | c_hoessler

NRC didn't run away from "bleak" teacher training situation - felt she had energy, will to follow her vision and
enact change. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 13:06 | TCNoel

Presenting at 10:30 on course evaluations in CMR, International II. See you there! #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 13:05 | petevungoc

Side note - translation is very good, but I am still adjusting to feel of the headset. (Do they disinfect between
uses?) #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 13:02 | TCNoel

NRC has gone through personal transformation, affected her approach to this session. Will b telling us about her
transformation. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 13:01 | TCNoel

Idea of "servant leadership" ... and respecting "proximal development zone" of system. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 12:59 | TCNoel

NRC points out that we have to know if those we are working with see change as opportunity or threat.
#stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 12:59 | mctoonish

Slow down the pace. See change as opportunity not a threat. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 12:59 | UofT_Teaching

See change processes as opportunities instead of as threats. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 12:59 | TCNoel

Coley: what is program development and sustainability "learning from experience and listening to the emerging
future" #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 12:58 | bestpoutine

We need to learn from experience. Listen to the emerging future. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 12:58 | UofT_Teaching

NRC cautions us about jumping into technology, spending millions without impact. Must THINK before acting!
#STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 12:58 | TCNoel

NRC: reflecting sharing and talking BEFORE acting ... #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 12:57 | c_hoessler

NRC - need to learn from experience & listening to emerging future. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 12:57 | TCNoel



Let's set aside methodology. Let's focus on goals. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 12:57 | UofT_Teaching

@peterallanwolf Storify is one technology; I'm sure there are other SM aggregators. No doubt the #STLHE2012
Twitter crowd will step up!

21-Jun-12 12:57 | ProfTucker

NRC says set aside methodology, focus on goals we are pursuing as university teachers. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 12:56 | TCNoel

Note: keynote is in French, so apologies for mistranslation on my part. (i'm not using the simultaneous translaton)
#stlhe2012 I'm slow too

21-Jun-12 12:56 | bestpoutine

What transforms a university system - one focused student experience? #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 12:55 | UofT_Teaching

looking at teaching techniques #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 12:55 | bestpoutine

Barcelona Process an initiative that is trans-European to help standardize and improve transferability of credits
and includes #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 12:55 | bestpoutine

Understanding oneself by learning about other approaches ... enjoying the swiss perspective of Nicole Rega
Colet in #STLHE2012 plenary

21-Jun-12 12:54 | c_hoessler

Sustainable educational development is different in Europe. Partly due to institutional culture as well as the
Barcelona Process #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 12:53 | bestpoutine

#stlhe2012 to those who live tweet - how do you capture & utilize tweets for reference & follow-up?

21-Jun-12 12:53 | peterallanwolf

NRC speaking about teaching development, as she has been experiencing it in European, non-English-speaking
community. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 12:52 | TCNoel

RT @bestpoutine: Nicole Rege Colet - An opportunity for sustainability educational development. Thursday's
STLHE plenary. #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 12:51 | mctoonish

Nicole Rege Colet - An opportunity for sustainability educational development. Thursday's STLHE plenary.
#stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 12:50 | bestpoutine

Got my translation headset on for this talk by Nicole Rege Colet. #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 12:50 | mctoonish

Now in Nicole Rege Colet session. Will be relying on the translation for this one! #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 12:48 | TCNoel

Good morning Twitterers at #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 12:42 | mctoonish

The Montreal humidex was already 31c at 7:00 AM!! The ideas and sessions are even hotter at #stlhe2012 :-)

21-Jun-12 12:07 | ProfTucker

“@Margin_Notes: @kensteele summarizes his observations from yesterday at #stlhe2012. When does he sleep?
http://t.co/NMsMgp1Q” #highered #in

21-Jun-12 11:41 | jdp2222

@kensteele summarizes his observations from yesterday at #stlhe2012. When does he sleep?
http://t.co/bAQXEC9j

21-Jun-12 11:22 | Margin_Notes

No A/C in this res. Kinda dying #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 11:02 | smosonyi



@genegeek @tcnoel that jump from content to student learning may be THE Threshold Concept for T&L.
#STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 10:33 | BillyStrean

@natashakenny Gem of the Day: exploit your strengths. 4 me "I create a joyful & playful world by loving &
inspiring" thanks NK! #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 10:30 | BillyStrean

Definitely RT @TCNoel: Can be jump for professor to move from considering content to thinking about student
learning objectives. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 05:19 | genegeek

#stlhe2012 has been great so far ... and a day and a half left to go! Good night Montreal!

21-Jun-12 04:15 | bwuetherick

The classroom beyond the four walls - let's discuss - Thursday at 4:15 #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 02:56 | valerielopes

RT @stumpymccripple: It is wonderful to spend time in Montreal with fun, lovely, intelligent, dedicated people.
Wish it could last longer! #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 02:55 | bwuetherick

It is wonderful to spend time in Montreal with fun, lovely, intelligent, dedicated people. Wish it could last longer!
#STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 01:52 | stumpymccripple

RT @giuliaforsythe: @Livil aw, thx so nice to hear! Here are some additional resources: http://t.co/8pXaUL2e
#stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 01:29 | veeebsy

RT @joannealisonfox: #STLHE2012 writing is a thinking process. Let's tell our students and share our own
stories of the writing we do->especially in the sciences

21-Jun-12 00:48 | MaggieMcDnll

@Livil aw, thx so nice to hear! Here are some additional resources: http://t.co/8pXaUL2e #stlhe2012

20-Jun-12 22:50 | giuliaforsythe

@giuliaforsythe I hear from that your pre-conf was amazing! I would like some resources and would like to meet
you! Liv Marken #Stlhe2012

20-Jun-12 22:14 | Livil

RT @c_hoessler: Rather than thinking about teaching and learning ->thinking how is the curriculum structured to
provide learning experiences? #STLHE2012

20-Jun-12 22:00 | SFUteachlearn

RT @UBCMBA: #UBC #MBA prof @PaulCubbon is @ #STLHE2012. Looking forward to hearing the insights he
gleans re: mo... http://t.co/vPK1GZz0

20-Jun-12 21:31 | All_MBA_News

#UBC #MBA prof @PaulCubbon is @ #STLHE2012. Looking forward to hearing the insights he gleans re:
moving beyond conventional learning design

20-Jun-12 21:25 | UBCMBA

Off to the wine and cheese / poster session time. #stlhe2012

20-Jun-12 21:24 | mctoonish

RT @TCNoel: Can be a jump for professor to move from considering content to thinking about student learning
objectives. #STLHE2012

20-Jun-12 21:16 | markowenmartin

"We seek out experiences of discrepancy in order to grow" Dr. Julie Timmermans #STLHE2012

20-Jun-12 21:16 | jaymiek

RT @TCNoel: CW says we need to surround ourselves with critical friends who can challenge us. Respect &
trust vital. #STLHE2012

20-Jun-12 21:16 | markowenmartin

#STLHE2012 CW "Surround yourself with critical friends," perhaps through mutual construction and creation
(writing, teaching, videos...).

20-Jun-12 21:13 | cdrawn

Just finished our presentation on online enquiry-based learning to a packed large lecture room. Great questions
and feedback! #stlhe2012

20-Jun-12 21:13 | smosonyi



RT @TCNoel: CW says we need to surround ourselves with critical friends who can challenge us. Respect &
trust vital. #STLHE2012

20-Jun-12 21:13 | mctoonish

CW says we need to surround ourselves with critical friends who can challenge us. Respect & trust vital.
#STLHE2012

20-Jun-12 21:12 | TCNoel

#STLHE2012 writing is a thinking process. Let's tell our students and share our own stories of the writing we
do->especially in the sciences

20-Jun-12 21:08 | joannealisonfox

Thx 2 all participants in Interactive workshop! 30 min. of collaborative thinking + plenty o'sticky notes! #stlhe2012
http://t.co/bJIWmftn

20-Jun-12 21:06 | natashakenny

Reflection another key aspect of CW development, scholarly work. #STLHE2012

20-Jun-12 21:06 | TCNoel

CW highlights writing as a thinking process. Writing seems to have played key role at several times in her
development. #STLHE2012

20-Jun-12 21:05 | TCNoel

RT @TCNoel: Can be a jump for professor to move from considering content to thinking about student learning
objectives. #STLHE2012

20-Jun-12 21:03 | mctoonish

ID starts with where the students are, where the instructors are. Context, history, culture, prior knowledge all
matter. #stlhe2012

20-Jun-12 21:03 | mctoonish

Can be a jump for professor to move from considering content to thinking about student learning objectives.
#STLHE2012

20-Jun-12 21:02 | TCNoel

#STLHE2012 There is real bravery in sharing your past the way Cynthia is right now.

20-Jun-12 20:56 | jaymiek

RT @bestpoutine: RT @giuliaforsythe: Dissolving Boundaries: Dr. Baxter Magolda [visual notes] #stlhe2012
http://t.co/8nV0a6kp Awesome as usual!

20-Jun-12 20:56 | fitzm

Critical nature of formative feedback still relevant. #STLHE2012

20-Jun-12 20:54 | TCNoel

It's great to hear CW talking about all that she *learned* on her professional journey. #STLHE2012

20-Jun-12 20:53 | TCNoel

Trip to Ecuador - CW had to do faculty development in Spanish! #STLHE2012

20-Jun-12 20:50 | TCNoel

Creating tables re: domains of learning & assessment got CW really thinking about teaching & learning.
#STLHE2012

20-Jun-12 20:48 | TCNoel

Patricia Cranton cited as first "good company" on CW's journey ... #STLHE2012

20-Jun-12 20:47 | TCNoel

RT @TCNoel: Dick & Carey instructional design model didn't include a lot re: student learning ... things have
changed a bit! #STLHE2012

20-Jun-12 20:47 | mctoonish

Dick & Carey instructional design model didn't include a lot re: student learning ... things have changed a bit!
#STLHE2012

20-Jun-12 20:46 | TCNoel

We get to see actual snapshots of CW's history! #STLHE2012

20-Jun-12 20:44 | TCNoel

CW mentions colleagues, collaborators as crucial in developmental journey. #STLHE2012

20-Jun-12 20:43 | TCNoel



CW continues with the idea of "good company on the journey" ... #STLHE2012

20-Jun-12 20:41 | TCNoel

"@TCNoel: @cdrawn Great to meet you IRL, finally!" Indeed! #stlhe2012

20-Jun-12 20:38 | cdrawn

We're in the Chris Knapper award session - Cynthia Wesson, Director McGill TLS, is the recipient. #STLHE2012

20-Jun-12 20:38 | TCNoel

#stlhe2012 Chris Knapper Lifetime Achievement Award for Cynthia Weston. She'll speak about her journey.

20-Jun-12 20:37 | cdrawn

We were just warned this session will be "intimate" ... #STLHE2012 #uhoh

20-Jun-12 20:35 | TCNoel

@mctoonish Brian or Brenda? An Ed Wood film on confusion at #STLHE2012. Talking #ds106radio with
@giuliaforsythe and @grantpotter tomorrow.

20-Jun-12 20:27 | brlamb

#stlhe2012 @natashakenny Closing thought brought it home for me: Goal is that grad students leave course
knowing teaching is about students.

20-Jun-12 20:06 | cdrawn

Info re: McGill Macdonald Freshman program: http://t.co/n6qyEHBV #STLHE2012

20-Jun-12 20:01 | TCNoel

Freshman seminar will become iDiscover for Generation iY. Mix of mandatory (academic) & choice (experiential)
activities. #STLHE2012

20-Jun-12 19:58 | TCNoel

New course - Active Learning Lab. Each table has projector. Studio-style, interactive labs w peer instr/learning
facilitators. #STLHE2012

20-Jun-12 19:56 | TCNoel

Most of their students stay at McGill, FAES program. #STLHE2012

20-Jun-12 19:54 | TCNoel

Range of failure rates! 3.2%-22.7% (but most years on low side). #STLHE2012

20-Jun-12 19:53 | TCNoel

Freshman program as common point of contact for students. Rely on WebCT for scheduling, etc. #STLHE2012

20-Jun-12 19:52 | TCNoel

TA training, peer tutoring also integrated into first year. #STLHE2012

20-Jun-12 19:52 | TCNoel

Freshman Instructional Unit - supplemental instruction, free group tutoring available for those who want.
#STLHE2012

20-Jun-12 19:51 | TCNoel

Pedagogical approach - use best practices, clickers. Profs teach own tutorials (not TAs). #STLHE2012

20-Jun-12 19:49 | TCNoel

Approach: involvement w students at every stage from recruitment onwards. Professors are acad advisors. 1 wk
freshman advising. #STLHE2012

20-Jun-12 19:48 | TCNoel

Freshman Seminar 2: Presentations by faculty on degree progs, research proj. Consult w acad advisors, upper-yr
students re: prog #STLHE2012

20-Jun-12 19:46 | TCNoel

Students appreciated meeting future profs, senior students. #STLHE2012

20-Jun-12 19:45 | TCNoel

Mind the gap. Talking about digital natives. Not sure I buy it. #stlhe2012

20-Jun-12 19:44 | rjhogue



Students often unhappy to be directed to take a "remedial" class in university. #STLHE2012

20-Jun-12 19:43 | TCNoel

#stlhe2012 Book recommendation - iBrain: surviving the technological alteration of the modern mind. Small...
http://t.co/SECKzhcm

20-Jun-12 19:42 | rjhogue

Some students who do not perform well on precalculus diagnostic test encouraged to take Precalculus lab (1 cr
course). #STLHE2012

20-Jun-12 19:42 | TCNoel

Freshman Seminar 1: Transition to University, introduces academic expectations/skills (formative assess,
advising), life skills. #STLHE2012

20-Jun-12 19:41 | TCNoel

Enquiry based learning model at #guelph #stlhe2012 http://t.co/HJCfufMc

20-Jun-12 19:41 | veeebsy

#stlhe2012 @natashakenny Excited to discuss grad courses in teaching... and to meet you on person!

20-Jun-12 19:37 | cdrawn

Macdonald freshman yr to give students fdn in basic sci. Aims to create supportive academic env't, integration in
uni community. #STLHE2012

20-Jun-12 19:37 | TCNoel

The FAES students "want to do something for the world", don't see relevance of 1st yr Chem ... #STLHE2012

20-Jun-12 19:35 | TCNoel

Macdonald Campus - Freshman Year U0 intended for students coming to McGill from outside QC. #STLHE2012

20-Jun-12 19:33 | TCNoel

In FReshman Advising Connection for Teaching And Learning (FRACTAL) session. #STLHE2012

20-Jun-12 19:31 | TCNoel

RT @rjhogue: Do you use an iPad to support your teaching practice? I'd love to chat with you. #stlhe2012

20-Jun-12 19:28 | JaneDavis13

Do you use an iPad to support your teaching practice? I'd love to chat with you. #stlhe2012

20-Jun-12 19:28 | rjhogue

Now: Enquiry, engagement and e-learning by the folks from #guelph #stlhe2012

20-Jun-12 19:26 | veeebsy

Not surprisingly there wasn't anyone tweeting during the Crackle Barrel session. That was an intense 3 quick
talks #tooquick #stlhe2012

20-Jun-12 19:25 | veeebsy

@dgrahamqc OK it's fixed! My blog is at http://t.co/AYNdiJzZ #cdnpse #STLHE2012

20-Jun-12 19:10 | kensteele

RT @acagamic: @jaymiek you should show the #STLHE2012 folks the Portal 2 experiential learning site:
http://t.co/ac13oX17

20-Jun-12 19:06 | jaymiek

@jaymiek you should show the #STLHE2012 folks the Portal 2 experiential learning site: http://t.co/ac13oX17

20-Jun-12 19:02 | acagamic

RT @rjhogue: Photo: Presenter on backchannels is using his iPad to present. Cool. #stlhe2012
http://t.co/mRW4st1B

20-Jun-12 18:48 | mctoonish

AcademicaTopTen: #STLHE2012 welcome and opening keynote summarized in @KenSteele's live blog -...
http://t.co/KWe9WwfY #cdned #education

20-Jun-12 18:45 | Edubeat

Photo: Presenter on backchannels is using his iPad to present. Cool. #stlhe2012 http://t.co/mRW4st1B

20-Jun-12 18:36 | rjhogue



Listening to B. Harwood (skidmore college) augmented reality spaces...replacepodiums with iPads...R they
replacing lecturing? #stlhe2012

20-Jun-12 18:33 | Diane_Janes

#stlhe2012 Too bad I wore a white shirt at lunch. back to hotel to find one that isn't stained. Also maybe shorts.
HOT! #whiteshirtbadidea

20-Jun-12 18:12 | peterallanwolf

Passive resistance vs.
militant resistance: media is emphasizing only one kind of protestor #stlhe2012

20-Jun-12 17:45 | veeebsy

Protests are vital to change and maybe if the resistance is to be successful protestors have to be an
inconvenience #stlhe2012

20-Jun-12 17:38 | veeebsy

This was a nice lunchtime treat. #STLHE2012

20-Jun-12 17:35 | UofT_Teaching

What would end the protest? Reasonable agreement with government on tuition. #pleasedefinereasonable
#stlhe2012

20-Jun-12 17:27 | veeebsy

RT @veeebsy: Red Square Movement #akastudentprotest is about identity, pride and values. People need to
see themselves represented #stlhe2012

20-Jun-12 17:27 | UofT_Teaching

Is the focus tuition, social change or both? Media reports are appalling so how are we able to stay informed or
dissent? #stlhe2012

20-Jun-12 17:23 | veeebsy

My take home msgs from 3M class this AM at #STLHE2012 Be personal, draw connections, be open, share your
teaching philosophy/role, respect

20-Jun-12 17:18 | joannealisonfox

Some people are getting really upset about "piggy back issues" and "domino effects" of the protests. #stlhe2012

20-Jun-12 17:17 | veeebsy

Red Square Movement #akastudentprotest is about identity, pride and values. People need to see themselves
represented #stlhe2012

20-Jun-12 17:16 | veeebsy

Lunch discussion on student protests in Montreal is informative and encouraging #stlhe2012

20-Jun-12 17:12 | veeebsy

RT @TCNoel: Nice exercise to get "students" identifying relevance of video clip to class topic(s), not just telling
us. #STLHE2012

20-Jun-12 17:12 | joannealisonfox

RT @TCNoel: Singh is very warm, authentic teacher. #STLHE2012

20-Jun-12 17:12 | joannealisonfox

#stlhe2012 during lunch http://t.co/GPCPJrlp

20-Jun-12 17:05 | bestpoutine

!!! RT @smosonyi: "Online education is a business" - Open Universities Australia panel #stlhe2012

20-Jun-12 17:01 | gavatron

any #stlhe2012 participants wearing red squares in support of students in PQ? Will people bang pots and pans
along with the citizens?

20-Jun-12 17:00 | vardalek

RT @natashakenny: Barrie: its not that we aren't creative & capable of curr. assess't, institutions need to
appropriately RESOURCE assessment #stlhe2012

20-Jun-12 16:57 | vardalek

RT @natashakenny: #simonbarrie @ #stlhe2012 wonderfully thoughtful session on curriculum assessment -
"What we assess really DOES matter!"

20-Jun-12 16:57 | vardalek

#STLHE2012 OUA course authors and tutors collaborate extensively as course proceeds; trained all together on
logistics at start

20-Jun-12 16:53 | plrowley



Barrie:consider learn'g as integrated dispositional stances encompass'g the discipline = essential, enduring,
integrated learn'g #stlhe2012

20-Jun-12 16:53 | natashakenny

RT @natashakenny: #simonbarrie @ #stlhe2012 wonderfully thoughtful session on curriculum assessment -
"What we assess really DOES matter!"

20-Jun-12 16:52 | veeebsy

RT @plrowley: #STLHE2012 open univ Australia tutors are very diverse in age, work situation; most in Australia.
Course content from partner univ profs

20-Jun-12 16:52 | mctoonish

"Key elements of the tutorial support management model" (PDF) - #stlhe2012

20-Jun-12 16:51 | mctoonish

#STLHE2012 open univ Australia tutors are very diverse in age, work situation; most in Australia. Course content
from partner univ profs

20-Jun-12 16:50 | plrowley

RT @plrowley: #STLHE2012 Lynch says good tutor : student ratio to maintain engagement, via email, sync and
asynchronous communication is 1:200

20-Jun-12 16:48 | mctoonish

RT @natashakenny: #simonbarrie @ #stlhe2012 wonderfully thoughtful session on curriculum assessment -
"What we assess really DOES matter!"

20-Jun-12 16:48 | nbaker

RT @natashakenny: Barrie: its not that we aren't creative & capable of curr. assess't, institutions need to
appropriately RESOURCE assessment #stlhe2012

20-Jun-12 16:47 | bwuetherick

Stavaris: There was performance diff in the learning activities. Deeper learning, but no diff in test scores.
#stlhe2012

20-Jun-12 16:46 | bestpoutine

#simonbarrie @ #stlhe2012 wonderfully thoughtful session on curriculum assessment - "What we assess really
DOES matter!"

20-Jun-12 16:46 | natashakenny

#STLHE2012 Lynch says good tutor : student ratio to maintain engagement, via email, sync and asynchronous
communication is 1:200

20-Jun-12 16:45 | plrowley

RT @giuliaforsythe: Dissolving Boundaries: Dr. Baxter Magolda [visual notes] #stlhe2012 http://t.co/8nV0a6kp
Awesome as usual!

20-Jun-12 16:44 | bestpoutine

Barrie: its not that we aren't creative & capable of curr. assess't, institutions need to appropriately RESOURCE
assessment #stlhe2012

20-Jun-12 16:44 | natashakenny

Starvis: methods investigated included hybrid, fully online& web enhanced. While no sig-diff in stu performance,
pref for hybrid #stlhe2012

20-Jun-12 16:40 | bestpoutine

Helen Stavaris: investigating the effects of different methods of tech-assisted instruction #stlhe2012 No
sig-different between methods

20-Jun-12 16:37 | bestpoutine

#STLHE2012 http://t.co/hD1Plpya supports learning analytics research, esp useful for online education

20-Jun-12 16:36 | plrowley

Looking at caring in medical education ... Q: How can one teach affect? #STLHE2012

20-Jun-12 16:36 | TCNoel

#stlhe2012 Wow, #ubc came out as having relatively transparent tenure review policies on teaching. I bet many
colleagues would be surprised!

20-Jun-12 16:32 | cdrawn

CS2.14 SB "What we assess and how we assess it – shapes curriculum and teaching as much as it does
learning" What is privileged? #STLHE2012

20-Jun-12 16:32 | c_hoessler

SB: what we assess and how we assess it shapes curriculum and teaching as much as it does learning
#stlhe2012

20-Jun-12 16:32 | bwuetherick



RT @kathymesnow: #STLHE2012 wondering about student definitions of effectiveness. Is it effective bcos its
what they know?

20-Jun-12 16:31 | mctoonish

RT @c_hoessler: Rather than thinking about teaching and learning ->thinking how is the curriculum structured to
provide learning experiences? #STLHE2012

20-Jun-12 16:31 | drubeli

#STLHE2012 open univ Australia is a private for profit corporation owned by the top 4 Australian univ’s; returns
annual $2M dividend to each

20-Jun-12 16:31 | plrowley

#STLHE2012 wondering about student definitions of effectiveness. Is it effective bcos its what they know?

20-Jun-12 16:30 | kathymesnow

RT @plrowley: #STLHE2012 open univ australia has 22% of multibillion dollar online education market in
australia; 200,000 students since 1993.

20-Jun-12 16:28 | mctoonish

#STLHE2012 open univ australia has 22% of multibillion dollar online education market in australia; 200,000
students since 1993.

20-Jun-12 16:28 | plrowley

Rather than thinking about teaching and learning ->thinking how is the curriculum structured to provide learning
experiences? #STLHE2012

20-Jun-12 16:27 | c_hoessler

RT @smosonyi: "Online education is a business" - Open Universities Australia panel #stlhe2012

20-Jun-12 16:26 | mctoonish

RT @bwuetherick: SB: what is driving curriculum renewal processes? Rhetoric is to improve learning outcomes
#stlhe2012

20-Jun-12 16:26 | mctoonish

RT @bwuetherick: SB: in reality it is reputation, competition for students, shrinking resources, increasing
accountability and regulation #stlhe2012

20-Jun-12 16:26 | mctoonish

"Online education is a business" - Open Universities Australia panel #stlhe2012

20-Jun-12 16:25 | smosonyi

#stlhe2012 Study abt tenure policies at Cdn universities showed descriptions of teaching as list of activities.
Research eval'd as impact.

20-Jun-12 16:25 | cdrawn

SB: in reality it is reputation, competition for students, shrinking resources, increasing accountability and
regulation #stlhe2012

20-Jun-12 16:25 | bwuetherick

SB: what is driving curriculum renewal processes? Rhetoric is to improve learning outcomes #stlhe2012

20-Jun-12 16:24 | bwuetherick

RT @adamfdotnet: "Did you cover the content?" Teacher response: "Yes, but I was the only one" Why we need a
learning partnership. Baxter-Magolda #stlhe2012

20-Jun-12 16:24 | tjoosten

Next session: "Expanding the Boundaries of Quality Online Education - The Australian Experience" #stlhe2012

20-Jun-12 16:23 | mctoonish

Where are the presenters for CS2.02? #STLHE2012

20-Jun-12 16:23 | TCNoel

#stlhe2012 Dancing to a different tune .. Interesting thank you Katie Maddock http://t.co/8tT4UB0p

20-Jun-12 16:23 | SherryLeeDuncan

Great discussion on #mooc in my last session at #stlhe2012

20-Jun-12 16:22 | rjhogue

Now Simon Barrie and Claire Hughes on national project on program learning outcomes in Australia #stlhe2012

20-Jun-12 16:22 | bwuetherick



#STLHE2012 In Lynch session on online education in Australia. Says US online registrations growing at 10x
on-campus registrations

20-Jun-12 16:21 | plrowley

Considering: What sort of assessments need to deliver credible evidence that are achieving learning outcomes in
graduates? #STLHE2012 CS2.14

20-Jun-12 16:20 | c_hoessler

SRO at this workshop. #stlhe2012

20-Jun-12 16:18 | MaggieMcDnll

"Learning is an individual act. My role is to help with that act." B. Singh #STLHE2012

20-Jun-12 16:15 | UofT_Teaching

#STLHE2012 Venkatesh session says that students think an effective class has great lectures but instructors
think they should interact

20-Jun-12 16:15 | plrowley

RT @UofT_Teaching: Didn't tweet during 'Opening Act' - too interested in session. #learnerwin but #tweeterfail.
#STLHE2012

20-Jun-12 16:14 | veeebsy

Conversation on development and education could have lasted all day. I look forward to on going conversations
with the group #stlhe2012

20-Jun-12 16:13 | veeebsy

Really enjoyed Dr. Singh's narrative approach to teaching anatomy. #STLHE2012 #downwithrotememorization

20-Jun-12 16:06 | VeroniqueRam

Didn't tweet during 'Opening Act' - too interested in session. #learnerwin but #tweeterfail. #STLHE2012

20-Jun-12 16:03 | UofT_Teaching

#stlhe2012 Letting students choose teams risks missing heterogeneous views, which is when the learning
happens. Alluded to data but no refs.

20-Jun-12 15:59 | cdrawn

"Did you cover the content?" Teacher response: "Yes, but I was the only one" Why we need a learning
partnership. Baxter-Magolda #stlhe2012

20-Jun-12 15:58 | adamfdotnet

The more tech is used by a prof, th less students feel it complements their education #stlhe2012

20-Jun-12 15:58 | smosonyi

@jaymiek Isn't the technology the tool and what is done with it the pedagogy? #stlhe2012

20-Jun-12 15:56 | mctoonish

RT @cdrawn: #stlhe2012 Neat audience idea: a "luck-free exam." Here are 10 questions, 3 will be on the final.
Prepare how u wish, on your own or teams.

20-Jun-12 15:56 | Diane_Janes

Teasing out the difference between pedagogy and a technology tool... #STLHE2012

20-Jun-12 15:54 | jaymiek

RT @kensteele: #STLHE2012 welcome and opening keynote summarized in @KenSteele's live blog -
http://t.co/KjwFEi6Z #cdnpse

20-Jun-12 15:52 | fitzm

RT @cdrawn: #stlhe2012 Neat audience idea: a "luck-free exam." Here are 10 questions, 3 will be on the final.
Prepare how u wish, on your own or teams.

20-Jun-12 15:52 | mctoonish

RT @Diane_Janes: "If you wait for self actualization, you might be too late" ;) my response to presenter who
suggested faculty will come to this #stlhe2012

20-Jun-12 15:50 | mctoonish

"If you wait for self actualization, you might be too late" ;) my response to presenter who suggested faculty will
come to this #stlhe2012

20-Jun-12 15:49 | Diane_Janes

#stlhe2012 Neat audience idea: a "luck-free exam." Here are 10 questions, 3 will be on the final. Prepare how u
wish, on your own or teams.

20-Jun-12 15:48 | cdrawn



Learning what it will take to provide #Newfaculty with teaching support, growth, skills, theory #STLHE2012 - 1
policy won't fit all. #CS1.04

20-Jun-12 15:48 | c_hoessler

Hearing all about the benefits of cooperative learning - happily distracted by thinking of how I can work this into
my course #STLHE2012

20-Jun-12 15:45 | grrrlmeetsworld

Singh does mostly rely on chalkboard & overhead projector when teaching. #STLHE2012

20-Jun-12 15:44 | TCNoel

#STLHE2012 Venkatesh reports that only 60% of Que students have positive attitude to effectiveness of how
tech is used in univ acad work

20-Jun-12 15:42 | plrowley

CW (Dal) Course relief not enough. We also need to provide faculty development for new faculty. #STLHE2012

20-Jun-12 15:41 | wilsondotmary

Singh is very warm, authentic teacher. #STLHE2012

20-Jun-12 15:41 | TCNoel

Nice exercise to get "students" identifying relevance of video clip to class topic(s), not just telling us.
#STLHE2012

20-Jun-12 15:38 | TCNoel

I'm nervous about what this video clip from Apocalypse Now might be about to show us (in bone lecture).
#STLHE2012

20-Jun-12 15:34 | TCNoel

No PPT, but we get a YouTube video! #STLHE2012

20-Jun-12 15:31 | TCNoel

JT: transforming to a new understanding might result in a sense of loss or grief, self-doubt, anxiety for the learner
#stlhe2012

20-Jun-12 15:30 | bwuetherick

#stlhe2012 connecting with people is fun. Looking forward to bumping into fellow Aussies

20-Jun-12 15:30 | elita_parto

Bronet: "interesting" that profs hired for life based on content knowledge but are no longer sole source of info!
#stlhe2012

20-Jun-12 15:29 | fitzm

@brlamb @jaymiek look at the glorious window in my session #stlhe2012 http://t.co/jTROKxoS

20-Jun-12 15:29 | giuliaforsythe

Someone just raised question when surveying students about pedagogical effectiveness - do students know what
pedagogy means. #stlhe2012

20-Jun-12 15:29 | mctoonish

#stlhe2012 Groupwork: interpersonal complexities are practice for real world, even if challenging. Promotes
learning, developing voice.

20-Jun-12 15:28 | cdrawn

JT: developmental model - 4. Crossing thresholds, 5. Integrating and adapting, 6. Considering contexts
#stlhe2012 2/2

20-Jun-12 15:28 | bwuetherick

In Vivek Venkatesh session: What ICT tools do Quebec students perceive as the most pedagogical effective?
#stlhe2012 Survey says: email!?!

20-Jun-12 15:28 | bestpoutine

JT: development model - 1. preserving balance, 2. experiencing dissonance, 3. opening affective and relational
spaces #stlhe2012 1/2

20-Jun-12 15:27 | bwuetherick

Are people less likely to interact/ask questions when a specific agenda/list of tasks is laid out? Sometimes I
wonder... #STLHE2012

20-Jun-12 15:25 | jaymiek

#stlhe2012 thanks to Marcia Baxter Magolda for an awesome plenary! Looking forward to delving deeper into the
LPM when I get back home

20-Jun-12 15:25 | elita_parto
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RT @kensteele: Summarizing the thoughts of a 12-student panel that closed the #STLHE2012 conference.
Inspiring! http://t.co/KELb6SHs #cdnpse

22-Jun-12 22:49 | natashakenny

Congrats @UNBC and my alma mater @UWaterloo for snagging 3M National Student Fellowships! Your
students were inspiring today at #stlhe2012.

22-Jun-12 21:46 | cdrawn

@benjaminharwood #STLHE2012 Cracker Barrel discussion: Beyond The Podium: giulia.forsythe posted a
photo:

De... http://t.co/rUvyZqW4

22-Jun-12 20:33 | dshareski

RT @giuliaforsythe: Nicole Rege Colet, Sustainable Educational Development [visual notes] #STLHE2012
http://t.co/mPgfrCnG

22-Jun-12 20:30 | Tomstaunton84

@benjaminharwood #STLHE2012 Cracker Barrel discussion: Beyond The Podium [visual notes]
http://t.co/Da1mKhnb

22-Jun-12 20:25 | giuliaforsythe

Nicole Rege Colet, Sustainable Educational Development [visual notes] #STLHE2012 http://t.co/mPgfrCnG

22-Jun-12 19:56 | giuliaforsythe

On our way back - had a great time & learned lots at #stlhe2012! Thx to conference organisers & attendees who
made this a great meeting!

22-Jun-12 19:47 | TCNoel

Kudos to the #stlhe2012 organizers for a great conference! My "teaching batteries" are fully recharged in time for
fall! --Salut !

22-Jun-12 19:06 | ProfTucker

RT @joannealisonfox: If you think education is expensive just try ignorance. student voices heard #STLHE2012

22-Jun-12 18:20 | trifunster

"Leaving on a jet plane …" Going home to see my family. :) Thanks for the great conference #stlhe2012

22-Jun-12 18:09 | mctoonish

RT @SorelF: Tell your students to bring their hearts to class and not just their brains. #STLHE2012

22-Jun-12 17:45 | TyndaleCAP

Student panel = fantastic way to end the #stlhe2012 conference. Agree that more students should be in on the
conversation!

22-Jun-12 17:43 | CU_EDC

RT @SorelF: Tell your students to bring their hearts to class and not just their brains. #STLHE2012

22-Jun-12 17:43 | kensteele

Thank you, #stlhe2012 organizers. Excellent travail, merci!

22-Jun-12 17:33 | fitzm

RT @veeebsy: Hearing from students was the perfect way to end the conference. Thank you for the honesty and
challenge of your words. #stlhe2012

22-Jun-12 17:28 | adamfdotnet

RT @kensteele: Summarizing the thoughts of a 12-student panel that closed the #STLHE2012 conference.
Inspiring! http://t.co/KELb6SHs #cdnpse

22-Jun-12 17:28 | fitzm

RT @SorelF: Wonderful to hear fluently bilingual students. #STLHE2012

22-Jun-12 17:28 | adamfdotnet

RT @SorelF: Tell your students to bring their hearts to class and not just their brains. #STLHE2012

22-Jun-12 17:27 | adamfdotnet

RT @joannealisonfox: If you think education is expensive just try ignorance. student voices heard #STLHE2012

22-Jun-12 17:27 | adamfdotnet

Hearing from students was the perfect way to end the conference. Thank you for the honesty and challenge of
your words. #stlhe2012

22-Jun-12 17:18 | veeebsy



RT @AcademicaTopTen: Summarizing the thoughts of a 12-student panel that closed the #STLHE2012
conference. Inspiring! http://t.co/dvow6kOJ #cdnpse

22-Jun-12 17:16 | giuliaforsythe

STLHE - See you next year at Cape Breton University http://t.co/jIRlYEkn June 20-23, 2013. #stlhe2012
http://t.co/StsN5QKa

22-Jun-12 17:14 | bestpoutine

Summarizing the thoughts of a 12-student panel that closed the #STLHE2012 conference. Inspiring!
http://t.co/KELb6SHs #cdnpse

22-Jun-12 17:08 | kensteele

Summarizing the thoughts of a 12-student panel that closed the #STLHE2012 conference. Inspiring!
http://t.co/dvow6kOJ #cdnpse

22-Jun-12 17:08 | AcademicaTopTen

RT @natashakenny: #stlhe2012 perhaps first we have to accept that we are all human - we are all like those on
the stage - we all have potential

22-Jun-12 17:08 | cdrawn

Wonderful to hear fluently bilingual students. #STLHE2012

22-Jun-12 16:59 | SorelF

#stlhe2012 perhaps first we have to accept that we are all human - we are all like those on the stage - we all have
potential

22-Jun-12 16:57 | natashakenny

RT @natashakenny: Tell your students to bring their hearts to class, not just their brains #stlhe2012

22-Jun-12 16:55 | bwuetherick

"@natashakenny: Tell your students to bring their hearts to class, not just their brains #stlhe2012"

22-Jun-12 16:54 | cdrawn

RT @natashakenny: Tell your students to bring their hearts to class, not just their brains #stlhe2012

22-Jun-12 16:53 | fitzm

RT @SorelF: Tell your students to bring their hearts to class and not just their brains. #STLHE2012

22-Jun-12 16:53 | joannealisonfox

Tell your students to bring their hearts to class, not just their brains #stlhe2012

22-Jun-12 16:52 | natashakenny

Tell your students to bring their hearts to class and not just their brains. #STLHE2012

22-Jun-12 16:52 | SorelF

"@joannealisonfox: If you think education is expensive just try ignorance. student voices heard #STLHE2012" i
know! That was so well put!

22-Jun-12 16:50 | cdrawn

If you think education is expensive just try ignorance. student voices heard #STLHE2012

22-Jun-12 16:49 | joannealisonfox

"@joannealisonfox: #STLHE2012 Students show us how to do a panel" Agreed!

22-Jun-12 16:48 | cdrawn

RT @joannealisonfox: #STLHE2012 Humor, role playing, audience participation, collaboration, speeches,
idealism &tough issues. Students show us how to do a panel

22-Jun-12 16:47 | cdrawn

Pascal: Message to govt: if you think funding education is expensive, try ignorance! #stlhe2012

22-Jun-12 16:47 | fitzm

RT @bwuetherick: Mimi in #stlhe2012 plenary bringing us back to the crucial importance of student mental health

22-Jun-12 16:46 | fitzm

Laura calls out Concordia and McGill (and others) for research on bombs and drones. Ethics? #stlhe2012

22-Jun-12 16:45 | fitzm



#STLHE2012 Humor, role playing, audience participation, collaboration, speeches, idealism &tough issues.
Students show us how to do a panel

22-Jun-12 16:44 | joannealisonfox

Student mental health on the agenda at #stlhe2012 student panel. Thank you, Mimi! #destigmatize
http://t.co/A1oeCOlp

22-Jun-12 16:43 | trudeanstudents

RT @fitzm: Johanna (articulate student!): one goal of academic enterprise should be to question the status quo
and hegemonic structures #stlhe2012

22-Jun-12 16:41 | veeebsy

Simple, concise and elegant!“@ProfTucker: #stlhe2012 "it is better done than said" --- Selena on experiential
learning”

22-Jun-12 16:40 | natashakenny

Mimi in #stlhe2012 plenary bringing us back to the crucial importance of student mental health

22-Jun-12 16:39 | bwuetherick

#stlhe2012 student suggests CSL and prof who uses old reading list just says yes. Sweet fantasy. Love it

22-Jun-12 16:37 | BillyStrean

RT @natashakenny: We must provide 'safe' spaces to reframe & re-conceptualize; to explore, to experiment, to
experience, to fail & to succeed #stlhe2012

22-Jun-12 16:36 | bwuetherick

#STLHE2012 these students are reflective, progressive and inspirational. I'm motivated and taking away many
great messages. Thank you!

22-Jun-12 16:35 | joannealisonfox

#stlhe2012 Johanna takes us to school!

22-Jun-12 16:33 | richardgorrie

Johanna (articulate student!): one goal of academic enterprise should be to question the status quo and
hegemonic structures #stlhe2012

22-Jun-12 16:33 | fitzm

#stlhe2012 Johanna on the future of PSE: "nurture critical thinking"

22-Jun-12 16:32 | ProfTucker

We must provide 'safe' spaces to reframe & re-conceptualize; to explore, to experiment, to experience, to fail & to
succeed #stlhe2012

22-Jun-12 16:30 | natashakenny

RT @natashakenny: Beautifully elegant - Those who did not fail, did not try hard enough - we need to inspire
failure in order to succeed - #stlhe2012

22-Jun-12 16:22 | veeebsy

RT @ProfTucker: #stlhe2012 Alexandre: PSE gives you the "shoes" for the rest of life's journey...

22-Jun-12 16:22 | veeebsy

RT @cdrawn: #stlhe2012 Student plenary: fun to hear them getting excited about things their institutions doing
well. Reinforces my desire to innovate.

22-Jun-12 16:21 | veeebsy

#stlhe2012 "it is better done than said" --- Selena on experiential learning

22-Jun-12 16:20 | ProfTucker

@georgeiwama The wonderful @UNBC student Selena Demenoff has just given a great "presidential address" at
#STLHE2012 #experiential #learning

22-Jun-12 16:20 | trudeanstudents

RT @natashakenny: Beautifully elegant - Those who did not fail, did not try hard enough - inspire failure in order
to succeed - #stlhe2012

22-Jun-12 16:17 | bestpoutine

RT @natashakenny: Beautifully elegant - Those who did not fail, did not try hard enough - we need to inspire
failure in order to succeed - #stlhe2012

22-Jun-12 16:16 | drubeli

RT @Margin_Notes: @kensteele summarizes his observations from yesterday at #stlhe2012. When does he
sleep? http://t.co/bAQXEC9j

22-Jun-12 16:15 | drubeli



RT @natashakenny: Beautifully elegant - Those who did not fail, did not try hard enough - we need to inspire
failure in order to succeed - #stlhe2012

22-Jun-12 16:14 | adamfdotnet

RT @stumpymccripple: A revolutionary idea: when "measuring" teaching or learning, ensure metrics are directly
relevant to teaching or learning. #STLHE2012

22-Jun-12 16:13 | drubeli

These students are brilliant! Emphasize the importance of metacognitive learning within the curriculum
#stlhe2012

22-Jun-12 16:13 | natashakenny

RT @natashakenny: Beautifully elegant - Those who did not fail, did not try hard enough - we need to inspire
failure in order to succeed - #stlhe2012

22-Jun-12 16:13 | bwuetherick

RT @stumpymccripple: A revolutionary idea: when "measuring" teaching or learning, ensure metrics are directly
relevant to teaching or learning. #STLHE2012

22-Jun-12 16:13 | bwuetherick

Model, inspire, motivate & build hope“@cdrawn: #stlhe2012 When I teach a class of 300+, how can I reach these
students?"

22-Jun-12 16:10 | natashakenny

RT @natashakenny: Beautifully elegant - Those who did not fail, did not try hard enough - we need to inspire
failure in order to succeed - #stlhe2012

22-Jun-12 16:09 | stumpymccripple

(Reviewing conference notes - thus the last few tweets.) #STLHE2012

22-Jun-12 16:08 | stumpymccripple

RT @natashakenny: Beautifully elegant - Those who did not fail, did not try hard enough - we need to inspire
failure in order to succeed - #stlhe2012

22-Jun-12 16:08 | jaymiek

How we can measure an intentional activity (teaching) without measuring its intended effects (learning)? We
cannot. #STLHE2012

22-Jun-12 16:07 | stumpymccripple

These students are AWESOME #STLHE2012 Asked for audience participation and says, "I know you hate it
when students don't put up their hands

22-Jun-12 16:07 | joannealisonfox

According to student leader: those who don’t fail in higher ed didn’t try hard enough (or party enough) #stlhe2012

22-Jun-12 16:06 | fitzm

Beautifully elegant - Those who did not fail, did not try hard enough - we need to inspire failure in order to
succeed - #stlhe2012

22-Jun-12 16:05 | natashakenny

A revolutionary idea: when "measuring" teaching or learning, ensure metrics are directly relevant to teaching or
learning. #STLHE2012

22-Jun-12 16:04 | stumpymccripple

#stlhe2012 Alexandre: PSE gives you the "shoes" for the rest of life's journey...

22-Jun-12 16:04 | ProfTucker

Teach towards engaged and informed citizens, inspire curiosity, explore core truths, encourage reflection,
generate meaning #STLHE2012

22-Jun-12 16:03 | joannealisonfox

#stlhe2012 Imagine if all our students "got it" like these students seem to! When I teach a class of 300+, how can
I reach these students?

22-Jun-12 16:01 | cdrawn

RT @jaymiek: Cegeps rescue students from high school... LOL #STLHE2012

22-Jun-12 16:01 | fitzm

brilliant insight for life! @ProfTucker: #stlhe2012 student panel: it is not about having the right answers but asking
the right questions!

22-Jun-12 16:00 | natashakenny

RT @stumpymccripple: When we ask students whether they learn best at smaller or larger unis, shouldn't we ask
whether they've experienced both? #STLHE2012

22-Jun-12 16:00 | bwuetherick



When we ask students whether they learn best at smaller or larger unis, shouldn't we ask whether they've
experienced both? #STLHE2012

22-Jun-12 15:59 | stumpymccripple

#stlhe2012 student panel: it is not about having the right answers but asking the right questions!

22-Jun-12 15:59 | ProfTucker

RT @kensteele: It's really quite striking how many delegates at #STLHE2012 talk with their hands -- a LOT.
Passionate faculty! #cdnpse

22-Jun-12 15:56 | bwuetherick

#stlhe2012 student leaders motivated to wake up asking, "how can I contribute today?" #stlhe2012 - to actualize
their potential!

22-Jun-12 15:54 | natashakenny

Cegeps rescue students from high school... LOL #STLHE2012

22-Jun-12 15:53 | jaymiek

Inspiring vision - to translate passion for teaching and learning to community engagement. #stlhe2012

22-Jun-12 15:53 | natashakenny

RT @stumpymccripple: Great session on writing and reviewing for SoTL journals by @jessicaraff and Erika
Kustra this morning! #STLHE2012

22-Jun-12 15:52 | bwuetherick

@stumpymccripple Still haven't seen you...I think you're not actually here, and just tweeting about #STLHE2012

22-Jun-12 15:52 | jaymiek

Great session on writing and reviewing for SoTL journals by @jessicaraff and Erika Kustra this morning!
#STLHE2012

22-Jun-12 15:51 | stumpymccripple

RT @jaymiek: Always impressed by how articulate and vibrant 3M student fellows are #STLHE2012

22-Jun-12 15:50 | adamfdotnet

#stlhe2012 Student plenary: fun to hear them getting excited about things their institutions doing well. Reinforces
my desire to innovate.

22-Jun-12 15:50 | cdrawn

RT @tpeseta: #simonbarrie: am so loving the fact that simon has his own hash tag:) sounds like #stlhe2012 pres
went great *waving & hugs* @tpeseta

22-Jun-12 15:48 | bwuetherick

Always impressed by how articulate and vibrant 3M student fellows are #STLHE2012

22-Jun-12 15:45 | jaymiek

RT @natashakenny: @giuliaforsythe visual notes from wicked problem session version 2 #stlhe2012
http://t.co/KkTHkbgb

22-Jun-12 15:44 | bwuetherick

and room is so dark and depressing! "@jaymiek: Excited to hear students speak, but feeling plenary'd out
#STLHE2012"

22-Jun-12 15:41 | natashakenny

First student panel at #stlhe2012 Blind Curves or Open Roads? http://t.co/0SiB7RcD

22-Jun-12 15:40 | veeebsy

Excited to hear students speak, but feeling plenary'd out #STLHE2012

22-Jun-12 15:40 | jaymiek

RT @Seda_UK_: Hashtag STLHE conference 19 - 22 06 #stlhe2012

Academic Identities 25- 27 06 #ACIDC2012

Threshold Concpts Conf 28-29 06 #nairtl12
22-Jun-12 15:39 | bwuetherick

Students run the panel to close #stlhe2012. Yes!

22-Jun-12 15:38 | trudeanstudents

RT @ProfTucker: #stlhe2012 student leaders about to speak! Looking forward to hearing their voices, thoughts,
and ideas!

22-Jun-12 15:36 | smosonyi



#stlhe2012 Great start on quant coding scheme for teaching philosophies for SoTL purposes. Worrisome Q
raised: might it become a formula?

22-Jun-12 15:34 | cdrawn

RT @newportstudents: Last day at #stlhe2012 in Montreal, more using Pathable that Twitter to comment etc...still
great to see much in common and much to share

22-Jun-12 15:31 | KezBellamy

RT @veeebsy: Why do you like teaching writing? R.Moore: it allows me to reach across gaps, bringing someone
closer to me or me closer to them #stlhe2012

22-Jun-12 15:30 | joannealisonfox

Really looking forward to hearing the student voices in Montreal #STLHE2012 http://t.co/KW5vna4W

22-Jun-12 15:27 | joannealisonfox

@TCNoel @jaymiek great to meet you both #STLHE2012

22-Jun-12 15:25 | joannealisonfox

#stlhe2012 student leaders about to speak! Looking forward to hearing their voices, thoughts, and ideas!

22-Jun-12 15:24 | ProfTucker

Student leaders to speak on the future of Cdn post-secondary education #stlhe2012

22-Jun-12 15:22 | smosonyi

social media like facebook doesn't help with marking and teacher workloads #stlhe2012

22-Jun-12 15:15 | rjhogue

Social media as an online LMS vs. WebCT panel. Personally, I like my school content separate from Facebook.
#stlhe2012

22-Jun-12 15:09 | smosonyi

#stlhe2012 Coding teaching philosophies: teacher/student centred, surface/deep approaches, overall
strong/weak + generate examples.

22-Jun-12 15:06 | cdrawn

facebook group interactions with TAs helps the students in the middle of the spectrum #stlhe2012

22-Jun-12 15:05 | rjhogue

facebook groups as electronic supported learning, actually sounds good #stlhe2012

22-Jun-12 15:03 | rjhogue

Blush. RT @TCNoel: @jaymiek Aw! Sign of a great facilitator! @richardgorrie #STLHE2012

22-Jun-12 15:01 | richardgorrie

Last day at #stlhe2012 in Montreal, more using Pathable that Twitter to comment etc...still great to see much in
common and much to share

22-Jun-12 14:55 | newportstudents

#stlhe2012 Mansfield rooms are frustratingly tiny!

22-Jun-12 14:54 | cdrawn

wonders what the legal and ethical issues there are with using facebook in research #stlhe2012

22-Jun-12 14:54 | rjhogue

can't help but tweet during a social media presentation #stlhe2012

22-Jun-12 14:49 | rjhogue

Great to meet @jaymiek & @joannealisonfox at #stlhe2012!

22-Jun-12 14:47 | TCNoel

RT @bestpoutine: The 2012 Desire2Learn Innovation Award winners! #stlhe2012 http://t.co/aPQxUggA

22-Jun-12 14:46 | restiandriati

ATT'N #stlhe2012 participants: Plan extra time for your travels, big protest today http://t.co/4TbibTH9

22-Jun-12 14:43 | smosonyi



@gavatron I think it's in press. It's fascinating. Author contact is vivek@education.concordia.ca #stlhe2012

22-Jun-12 14:42 | smosonyi

#stlhe2012 Last session of the day .. Great conference!!! http://t.co/PcQC3WTl

22-Jun-12 14:42 | SherryLeeDuncan

I've now met three Veronicas at this conference. #soweird #stlhe2012

22-Jun-12 14:39 | veeebsy

It's really quite striking how many delegates at #STLHE2012 talk with their hands -- a LOT. Passionate faculty!
#cdnpse

22-Jun-12 14:39 | kensteele

It's really quite striking how many delegates at #STLHE2012 talk with their hands -- a LOT. Passionate faculty!
#cdnpse

22-Jun-12 14:39 | AcademicaTopTen

I don't know if I got much out of that last session. Hoping this ones better suited on Service Learning Projects
#stlhe2012

22-Jun-12 14:38 | veeebsy

RT @desire2learn: Congratulations, everyone! RT @bestpoutine: The 2012 Desire2Learn Innovation Award
winners! #stlhe2012...

22-Jun-12 14:37 | just_fix_it

RT @fitzm: #stlhe2012 attendees who like libraries: Please vote to help Librarians Without Borders build a school
library in Haiti http://t.co/0MVXQaQH

22-Jun-12 14:35 | veeebsy

#simonbarrie: am so loving the fact that simon has his own hash tag:) sounds like #stlhe2012 pres went great
*waving & hugs* @tpeseta

22-Jun-12 14:29 | tpeseta

RT @stumpymccripple: It is wonderful to spend time in Montreal with fun, lovely, intelligent, dedicated people.
Wish it could last longer! #STLHE2012

22-Jun-12 14:20 | petevungoc

Presenter for "Open content strategy – Do we need one?" canceled so we convened our own session. Great
discussion! #stlhe2012

22-Jun-12 14:20 | richardgorrie

Amazing presentation on role of nuclear sim video game study and effects on perceptions of nuclear war
#stlhe2012

22-Jun-12 14:20 | smosonyi

#stlhe2012 attendees who like libraries: Please vote to help Librarians Without Borders build a school library in
Haiti http://t.co/0MVXQaQH

22-Jun-12 14:15 | fitzm

RT @TCNoel: People are saying institutional/administration support is key. I argue personal support/motivation
more important. #STLHE2012

22-Jun-12 14:07 | petevungoc

Enjoying the opportunity to learn about this tool with @gahunt63 http://t.co/GDHtyu0C #stlhe2012

22-Jun-12 13:57 | trudeanstudents

Excellent!! RT @natashakenny: visual notes from wicked problems session version 1 #stlhe2012
http://t.co/19xT5H3m

22-Jun-12 13:54 | giuliaforsythe

AWESOME!!! RT @natashakenny: visual notes from wicked problem session version 2 #stlhe2012
http://t.co/aXrOYobZ

22-Jun-12 13:54 | giuliaforsythe

@giuliaforsythe visual notes from wicked problem session version 2 #stlhe2012 http://t.co/KkTHkbgb

22-Jun-12 13:52 | natashakenny

@giuliaforsythe visual notes from wicked problems session version 1 #stlhe2012 http://t.co/4tC08XZc

22-Jun-12 13:50 | natashakenny

Now 'Expanding Teaching Definitions: Cultivating a Supervisory Role' #stlhe2012

22-Jun-12 13:44 | veeebsy



Always interesting to see how presenters engage (or don't) their audience before a workshop begins #stlhe2012

22-Jun-12 13:43 | jaymiek

Why do you like teaching writing? R.Moore: it allows me to reach across gaps, bringing someone closer to me or
me closer to them #stlhe2012

22-Jun-12 13:41 | veeebsy

Finally got to a session being held on the McGill campus. Nice classroom! Much better than most of the session
rooms #stlhe2012

22-Jun-12 13:40 | jaymiek

@bwuetherick: echoing bits of barnett & macfarlane or different dispositions literature? #stlhe2012

22-Jun-12 13:39 | tpeseta

Morning workshop on creating writing with R.Moore was awesome. Lots of take homes and a great perspective to
start the day with #stlhe2012

22-Jun-12 13:39 | veeebsy

Last session of the conference for me - "Open content strategy - Do we need one?" #stlhe2012

22-Jun-12 13:35 | mctoonish

RT @TCNoel: If anyone is interested in our CoP - Ontario Consortium of UG Biology Educators:
http://t.co/poGCJVYa #STLHE2012

22-Jun-12 13:32 | JoVanEvery

I am going to mention that there *is* a lot of high-quality science education research published. (Check CWSEI
site!!!) #STLHE2012

22-Jun-12 13:30 | TCNoel

If anyone is interested in our CoP - Ontario Consortium of UG Biology Educators: http://t.co/S1GtqVkN
#STLHE2012

22-Jun-12 13:29 | TCNoel

Session organizers invite participation in SALTISE. And we get pens! #STLHE2012

22-Jun-12 13:26 | TCNoel

Carl Wieman Science Education Initiative (CWSEI): http://t.co/S1SOHIey #STLHE2012

22-Jun-12 13:24 | TCNoel

I also want to mention 2 sci educators new 2 active learning that Carl Wieman Science Education Initiative is
amazing resource! #STLHE2012

22-Jun-12 13:23 | TCNoel

#stlhe2012 Thinking of a session for 2013: integrating qual & quant perspectives around topic of student evals
(literature, uses). Thoughts?

22-Jun-12 13:23 | cdrawn

RT @TCNoel: People are saying institutional/administration support is key. I argue personal support/motivation
more important. #STLHE2012

22-Jun-12 13:21 | DDurnford

RT @bestpoutine: The 2012 Desire2Learn Innovation Award winners! #stlhe2012 http://t.co/aPQxUggA

22-Jun-12 13:20 | kylemackie

SALTISE approach - conceptual change & community of practice. #STLHE2012

22-Jun-12 13:20 | TCNoel

#stlhe2012 Alex Fancy is the embodiment of joy of the classroom and playfulness. The world smiles through his
eyes. My hero

22-Jun-12 13:19 | BillyStrean

People are saying institutional/administration support is key. I argue personal support/motivation more important.
#STLHE2012

22-Jun-12 13:19 | TCNoel

RT @Desire2Learn: Congratulations, everyone! RT @bestpoutine: The 2012 Desire2Learn Innovation Award
winners! #stlhe2012 http://t.co/fihfno8E

22-Jun-12 13:19 | jasonCsanto

I must mention to all science educators that the Western Conference on Science Education happens again next
summer (at UWO). #STLHE2012

22-Jun-12 13:15 | TCNoel



Congratulations, everyone! RT @bestpoutine: The 2012 Desire2Learn Innovation Award winners! #stlhe2012
http://t.co/fihfno8E

22-Jun-12 13:15 | Desire2Learn

This session makes me grateful 4 my great colleagues, at #YorkU (@TLJKelly !) & in oCUBE and other wider
groups! #STLHE2012

22-Jun-12 13:09 | TCNoel

Brief mention of active learning spaces but I'd argue that availability of these spaces could go long way to
promote more AL! #STLHE2012

22-Jun-12 13:07 | TCNoel

CW mentions importance of sci ed communities of practise to share ideas, etc & provide support. #STLHE2012

22-Jun-12 13:07 | TCNoel

I agree - teacher evaluations are problematic - student "satisfaction" isn't necessarily best measure of education
effectiveness! #STLHE2012

22-Jun-12 13:06 | TCNoel

CW mentions peer support helpful in enacting change in sci teaching. #STLHE2012

22-Jun-12 13:05 | TCNoel

Nice description of Sokoloff et al Interactive Lecture Demonstrations, making demos effective 4 learning (not just
entertaining). #STLHE2012

22-Jun-12 13:03 | TCNoel

Many of these stories seem to highlight how little exposure sci educators get to educational developers ... Or am I
mistaken? #STLHE2012

22-Jun-12 13:01 | TCNoel

Poster of case shows names for each year of Industrial Design Prog. - Foundation, Confidence, Finding Your
Voice, Application #stlhe2012

22-Jun-12 13:01 | mctoonish

RT @Seda_UK_: Hashtag STLHE conference 19 - 22 06 #stlhe2012

Academic Identities 25- 27 06 #ACIDC2012

Threshold Concpts Conf 28-29 06 #nairtl12
22-Jun-12 13:01 | ACIDC2012

Now Chris Whittaker speaks. Starts with Star Wars metaphor for non-linear transform'n process. #STLHE2012

22-Jun-12 12:58 | TCNoel

SK encourages educators to be patient & kind self while making changes in approach to teaching. #STLHE2012

22-Jun-12 12:56 | TCNoel

SK cites new role w some lecture/scaffolding, but now coaching, monitoring grp interact'ns, encouraging,
challenging. #STLHE2012

22-Jun-12 12:55 | TCNoel

RT @DaveBakerD2L: RT @j_wilson: RT @bestpoutine: The 2012 Desire2Learn Innovation Award winners!
#stlhe2012 http://t.co/Sz5KZTZI

22-Jun-12 12:55 | mctoonish

@jaymiek Aw! Sign of a great facilitator! @richardgorrie #STLHE2012

22-Jun-12 12:54 | TCNoel

RT @j_wilson: RT @bestpoutine: The 2012 Desire2Learn Innovation Award winners! #stlhe2012
http://t.co/Sz5KZTZI

22-Jun-12 12:54 | DaveBakerD2L

Another TN thought, after seeing so many of these talks (and given some!): Do these testimonials chg approach
of sci educators? #STLHE2012

22-Jun-12 12:54 | TCNoel

SK cites pressure 2 prep students, colleagues who value content/memoriz'n, & thought she had 2 explain
EVERYTHING 2 students. #STLHE2012

22-Jun-12 12:52 | TCNoel

Design isn't just about "thinking". It's also about "feeling" and "doing". #stlhe2012

22-Jun-12 12:50 | mctoonish

SK highlights that Biology often perceived as bunch of facts to be memorized ... #STLHE2012

22-Jun-12 12:50 | TCNoel



I think many sci educators adopt active learning by teaching non-sci students ... or confronted w evidence of lack
of deep chg. #STLHE2012

22-Jun-12 12:49 | TCNoel

SK was popular, organized lecturer. Was motivated to go to active learning when had to teach Biology to
non-science students. #STLHE2012

22-Jun-12 12:46 | TCNoel

Suzanne Kunicki starts with her story ... #STLHE2012

22-Jun-12 12:45 | TCNoel

Managed to squeeze into a session about Universal Design #STLHE2012

22-Jun-12 12:45 | jaymiek

Stories from CEGEP instructors coming up ... we're encouraged to think of how methods could be adapted,
scaled up. #STLHE2012

22-Jun-12 12:44 | TCNoel

Interventions that target beliefs found to be most effective strategy for facilitating change in sci ed. #STLHE2012

22-Jun-12 12:43 | TCNoel

@TCNoel I'm in Mansfield 2, also packed. #stlhe2012

22-Jun-12 12:39 | mctoonish

In CS7.08 - Using technology to improve science education. Another packed Mansfield room. #STLHE2012

22-Jun-12 12:38 | TCNoel

#stlhe2012 Dal acknowledges student services as teaching, needs support from Teaching Centre. I hadn't
thought abt that before. #makessense

22-Jun-12 12:35 | cdrawn

#stlhe2012 great way to start the day 3M Welcome to my class http://t.co/qJhYEMuT

22-Jun-12 12:31 | SherryLeeDuncan

Getting ready for the “Beyond accessibility: Inclusive teaching practices” session by @richardgorrie #stlhe2012

22-Jun-12 12:31 | restiandriati

In "Approaches to Cracking 'Wicked ProblemsL How Pricniples of Design Thinking Can Benefit Curriculum
Redesign Process" #stlhe2012

22-Jun-12 12:23 | mctoonish

Hashtag STLHE conference 19 - 22 06 #stlhe2012

Academic Identities 25- 27 06 #ACIDC2012

Threshold Concpts Conf 28-29 06 #nairtl12
22-Jun-12 11:39 | Seda_UK_

RT @ProfTucker: #STLHE2012 Student protest set to start at 2:00 PM a few blocks south of the
conference—may impact travel plans. http://t.co/e5wgC7pw

22-Jun-12 11:16 | veeebsy

RT @mctoonish: Pet peeve, any time an individual or report starts a sentence with "Students are 'x'." Students
are NOT homogenous! #stlhe2012

22-Jun-12 11:14 | veeebsy

Educators, pontificators and others have to stop saying that / acting like they are. #stlhe2012

22-Jun-12 09:54 | mctoonish

Pet peeve, any time an individual or report starts a sentence with "Students are 'x'." Students are NOT
homogenous! #stlhe2012

22-Jun-12 09:53 | mctoonish

RT @ProfTucker: #STLHE2012 Student protest set to start at 2:00 PM a few blocks south of the
conference—may impact travel plans. http://t.co/e5wgC7pw

22-Jun-12 09:30 | mctoonish

RT @veeebsy: Hard vs. soft critical thinking: the difference is teaching skills or changing disposition #stlhe2012

22-Jun-12 05:04 | Tom_eLearning

RT @bwuetherick: Transformative critical thinking requires students to think about issues that implicate their
identity & unarticulated worldviews #stlhe2012

22-Jun-12 05:04 | Tom_eLearning



RT @ProfTucker: #STLHE2012 Student protest set to start at 2:00 PM a few blocks south of the
conference—may impact travel plans. http://t.co/e5wgC7pw

22-Jun-12 04:48 | kathymesnow

#STLHE2012 Student protest set to start at 2:00 PM a few blocks south of the conference—may impact travel
plans. http://t.co/e5wgC7pw

22-Jun-12 04:37 | ProfTucker

RT @aldojcaputo: congrats Bob & all! RT @bestpoutine Joe Shapter, Alison Flynn, Jay Wilson, Tetyana
Antimirova, Robert Sproule. D2L Award winners #stlhe2012

22-Jun-12 04:34 | giuliaforsythe

Congratulations to @j_wilson for receiving the Desire2Learn award for innovation in teaching and learning at
#stlhe2012 #usask @usask

22-Jun-12 04:13 | bwuetherick

@j_wilson YEAH JAY!!!!!!! #usask #stlhe2012 #etad

22-Jun-12 04:11 | bwuetherick

Last call is disturbingly early in this city. Is anyone still out? #stlhe2012

22-Jun-12 04:10 | jaymiek

Thanks to everyone who came out for the banquet and dancing. It was a great time! #stlhe2012

22-Jun-12 04:09 | adamfdotnet

Thanks to everyone for their good wishes about the award tonight. #etad #STLHE2012

22-Jun-12 04:04 | j_wilson

RT @TCNoel: So, at #yorku, some faculty are "Alternate Stream", role inv teaching & service. OH at table: "I
prefer 'Research-Free' ..." #stlhe2012

22-Jun-12 03:56 | cdrawn

RT @bestpoutine: The 2012 Desire2Learn Innovation Award winners! #stlhe2012 http://t.co/aPQxUggA

22-Jun-12 03:47 | j_wilson

Bravo and brava to the #STLHE2012 band! The crowd wouldn't let you take a break and you kept playing! Great
stuff! Bon Nuit!

22-Jun-12 03:43 | ProfTucker

Too much fun talking to Ken Steele and dancing with colleagues & 3M's - great community! #stlhe2012

22-Jun-12 03:33 | wilsondotmary

RT @bestpoutine: The 2012 Desire2Learn Innovation Award winners! #stlhe2012 http://t.co/aPQxUggA

22-Jun-12 03:19 | JohnBakerD2L

RT @aldojcaputo: congrats Bob & all! RT @bestpoutine Joe Shapter, Alison Flynn, Jay Wilson, Tetyana
Antimirova, Robert Sproule. D2L Award winners #stlhe2012

22-Jun-12 03:18 | JohnBakerD2L

RT @kensteele: Fun night at #STLHE2012 . Not every day you see academics dance to "Tequila!" But I'm too
old for this....

22-Jun-12 02:51 | VeroniqueRam

Fun night at #STLHE2012 . Not every day you see academics dance to "Tequila!" But I'm too old for this....

22-Jun-12 02:46 | kensteele

@DanCanThinks -- You're welcome! Sorry I'm only covering a very small percentage of #STLHE2012

22-Jun-12 02:44 | kensteele

congrats Bob & all! RT @bestpoutine Joe Shapter, Alison Flynn, Jay Wilson, Tetyana Antimirova, Robert
Sproule. D2L Award winners #stlhe2012

22-Jun-12 02:24 | aldojcaputo

RT @TCNoel: @icantstanyu Hopefully you have been introduced to some interesting tweeps who are at
#stlhe2012!

22-Jun-12 01:56 | icantstanyu

Joe Shapter, Alison Flynn, Jay Wilson, Tetyana Antimirova, Robert Sproule. D2L Award winners #stlhe2012

22-Jun-12 01:52 | bestpoutine



The 2012 Desire2Learn Innovation Award winners! #stlhe2012 http://t.co/aPQxUggA

22-Jun-12 01:48 | bestpoutine

Highlights of the #STLHE2012 banquet included meeting @jaymiek in person and being yelled at when we
requested more wine #memories

22-Jun-12 01:35 | grrrlmeetsworld

Hey @mctoonish, that gold star I handed you won me the green booklet at #STLHE2012 #yay

22-Jun-12 01:34 | grrrlmeetsworld

RT @TCNoel: Woot! @TLJKelly won the book at our table! She'll finally be able to lead effective discussions!
#stlhe2012

22-Jun-12 01:22 | jlcohen81

yay Adrian! “@CU_EDC: Congratulations to all the 3M award winners, especially Carleton's own Adrian Chan!!!
#stlhe2012 http://t.co/bkY0Nde1”

22-Jun-12 01:20 | trudeanstudents

#stlhe2012 delicious banquet .. http://t.co/OeWoSRFt

22-Jun-12 01:17 | SherryLeeDuncan

Woot! @TLJKelly won the book at our table! She'll finally be able to lead effective discussions! #stlhe2012

22-Jun-12 01:17 | TCNoel

@icantstanyu Hopefully you have been introduced to some interesting tweeps who are at #stlhe2012!

22-Jun-12 01:05 | TCNoel

So, at #yorku, some faculty are "Alternate Stream", role inv teaching & service. OH at table: "I prefer
'Research-Free' ..." #stlhe2012

22-Jun-12 01:03 | TCNoel

Trying not to tweet at #stlhe2012 but we're having some great conversations!

22-Jun-12 00:59 | TCNoel

Today, for the first time in a long time, I actually like Twitter. #greatconversations #STLHE2012 #wishiwasthere

22-Jun-12 00:44 | icantstanyu

#stlhe2012 I guess I can't write that. It's prohibiTweeted. (do I get 1st usage?)

22-Jun-12 00:09 | BillyStrean

@jaymiek congrats @j_wilson & all the other #D2L innovators! #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 23:45 | giuliaforsythe

An interesting, informative read @kensteele . Thank you for sharing your blog about the #STLHE2012
conference! (http://t.co/bFfs6neE)

21-Jun-12 23:22 | DanCanThinks

RT @bwuetherick: Transformative critical thinking requires students to think about issues that implicate their
identity & unarticulated worldviews #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 23:17 | DanCanThinks

Congrats to Tetyana Antimirova from Physics Ryerson who won one of the D2L Innovation Award for the use of
online tutoring system #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 22:57 | restiandriati

Congrats to Chuck Howard of Ryerson who received one of the inaugural 3M National Student Fellows
#stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 22:53 | restiandriati

RT @bestpoutine: Priorities: listen to the system, stop performing at all costs, question rigid belief systems, think
outside of the box, #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 22:52 | natashakenny

RT @bestpoutine: think outside of the box, empower people to fulfil themselves, restore dialogue, and develop
collective intelligence #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 22:51 | natashakenny

3M national teachers and students award ceremony #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 22:47 | smosonyi



RT @cogdog: #ds106radio shows how a course can extend as a community #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 22:44 | natashakenny

Congratulations to all the 3M award winners, especially Carleton's own Adrian Chan!!! #stlhe2012
http://t.co/64WUu5hR

21-Jun-12 22:41 | CU_EDC

#stlhe2012 celebrating achievement .. Excellence in teaching .. Congrats to all winners http://t.co/CZZBT93V

21-Jun-12 22:41 | SherryLeeDuncan

3M Teaching & Student Leaders Awards at #stlhe2012. What an inspiration!

21-Jun-12 22:39 | UGseminars

Let the gala begin! #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 22:31 | CU_EDC

Congrats @j_wilson! Thrilled to see you being honored tonight @ #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 22:30 | grrrlmeetsworld

@brlamb @grantpotter @giuliaforsythe how was the talk?! I missed it!... =( #ds106radio #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 22:17 | draggin

Ojibwa songs at #STLHE2012 ! #theycancroon http://t.co/U12bNMt2

21-Jun-12 22:16 | kenyajade

Tried to catch a quick nap before the #stlhe2012 banquet evening... Not sure if that was a good idea or not.

21-Jun-12 22:01 | jaymiek

RT @AcademicaTopTen: Added 2 sessions to my #STLHE2012 blog today -- one on metrics by HEQCO, the
other on research ethics. http://t.co/z43ktvYZ #cdnpse

21-Jun-12 21:40 | lauren_hudak

Added 2 sessions to my #STLHE2012 blog today -- one on metrics by HEQCO, the other on research ethics.
http://t.co/A3otifHo #cdnpse

21-Jun-12 21:31 | kensteele

Added 2 sessions to my #STLHE2012 blog today -- one on metrics by HEQCO, the other on research ethics.
http://t.co/z43ktvYZ #cdnpse

21-Jun-12 21:31 | AcademicaTopTen

RT @trudeanstudents: #ds106radio as a digital playground - and a site for reflection #STLHE2012
#powerfullearning

21-Jun-12 21:07 | DrGarcia

RT @TCNoel: Link for #ds106radio session: http://t.co/bcKKcWFa #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 21:05 | pattimarathon

@giuliaforsythe @brlamb @grantpotter #ds106radio is dialog. I'd like you to share w/ #stlhe2012 folks how to
listen, not just broadcast.

21-Jun-12 21:00 | DrGarcia

Great presentation at #stlhe2012 on the use on social media. Perhaps the most useful tip is to give students...
http://t.co/51F6I1BS

21-Jun-12 20:56 | rjhogue

Just upgraded tumblr and hope that fixes my issue with twitter #stlhe2012 http://t.co/N4q506Ns

21-Jun-12 20:53 | rjhogue

That was a great session, I enjoyed from VT! RT @mctoonish: @grantpotter @brlamb @giuliaforsythe Thanks
for the awesome session. #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 20:53 | plaidavenger

@LisaMLane thanks for tuning in! #ds106radio #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 20:52 | giuliaforsythe

.@grantpotter @brlamb @giuliaforsythe Thanks so much for the awesome session. #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 20:51 | mctoonish



@BSawhill @bryanjack @DrGarcia @jimgroom @BenjaminHarwood @cogdog you guys are awesome! Thanks
for participating #ds106radio #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 20:50 | giuliaforsythe

Awesome truth about universal design: it's economically good for uni AND socially just #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 20:50 | fitzm

Collected 3 business cards in the past 2 days at #stlhe2012 but got 9 new Twitter followers from here (plus
@plaidavenger - I'm humbled).

21-Jun-12 20:47 | mctoonish

@jacquigingras @blepharisma Interested to try using #ds106radio for digital story telling in your course?
#stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 20:46 | restiandriati

#STLHE2012 promote reflective learners. Idea,1min writes. What's the hardest thing your struggling with in
transitioning to University? Why?

21-Jun-12 20:46 | joannealisonfox

@BSawhill if the stream is free, seize it! If someone is on, just ask for it! #ds106radio #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 20:46 | giuliaforsythe

there has been no mention so far about what it means to create a safe learning space to explore justification of
beliefs #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 20:45 | bwuetherick

Not surprisingly, @jimgroom has a very "radio" voice. Enjoying hearing from him in our session #STLHE2012
#ds106

21-Jun-12 20:44 | jaymiek

@jimgroom Pissing on everyone #ds106radio #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 20:43 | cogdog

@scottlo entrance to #ds106radio during Tokyo earthquake showed how this went way beyond just an add on
#STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 20:42 | cogdog

@brlamb extolls "futzing" #ds106radio #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 20:40 | cogdog

RT @joannealisonfox: Research presented by undergrad at #STLHE2012 showing differences between student
& faculty views about student struggles during transition

21-Jun-12 20:40 | bwuetherick

Hard vs. soft critical thinking: the difference is teaching skills or changing disposition #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 20:39 | veeebsy

Transformative critical thinking requires students to think about issues that implicate their identity & unarticulated
worldviews #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 20:38 | bwuetherick

@TCNoel also radio as behind scenes, sharing feedback and ppl who are at live events #ds106radio
#STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 20:38 | cogdog

And I wonder if there are some science courses that make use of #ds106radio ... and how? #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 20:37 | TCNoel

RT @TCNoel: Web radio as "overflow room" for performances, events. #ds106radio #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 20:36 | mctoonish

@plaidavenger I'm in conference session about this. You might find uses for something like it -
http://t.co/NzVoaniW #ds106radio #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 20:36 | mctoonish

Social media is more than just twitter and Facebook #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 20:36 | rjhogue

Web radio as "overflow room" for performances, events. #ds106radio #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 20:35 | TCNoel



Managed to get into the internet radio session about #ds106 #STLHE2012 http://t.co/9ovMzuqS

21-Jun-12 20:35 | Edu_Trends

Low barriers to access with web radio. #ds106radio #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 20:34 | TCNoel

Help change students critical dispositions through transformative experiences #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 20:34 | bwuetherick

Research presented by undergrad at #STLHE2012 showing differences between student & faculty views about
student struggles during transition

21-Jun-12 20:33 | joannealisonfox

And #ds106radio brings in the international community our friends in the Uk, Australia, new Zealand, Japan
#stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 20:33 | cogdog

RT @mctoonish: We're broadcasting live on #ds106radio at #stlhe2012. <- listening in

21-Jun-12 20:33 | LisaMLane

Me too “@richardgorrie: Sitting in #stlhe2012 session about #ds106radio with @grantpotter @giuliaforsythe
@brlamb”

21-Jun-12 20:32 | restiandriati

RT @richardgorrie: Sitting in #stlhe2012 session about #ds106radio with @grantpotter @giuliaforsythe @brlamb

21-Jun-12 20:32 | restiandriati

#ds106radio shows how a course can extend as a community #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 20:31 | cogdog

#ds106radio as a digital playground - and a site for reflection #STLHE2012 #powerfullearning

21-Jun-12 20:30 | trudeanstudents

How we enculturate students into critical dispositions? Creating a culture of criticality #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 20:29 | bwuetherick

RT @TCNoel: Reminder that #ds106radio is an educational radio station. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 20:29 | mctoonish

Reminder that #ds106radio is an educational radio station. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 20:28 | TCNoel

Listening audience to #stlhe2012 session on #ds106radio on.... #ds106radio http://t.co/4gv9AsWS

21-Jun-12 20:28 | bryanjack

RT @bwuetherick: Critical thinking as disposition rather than skill ... from teaching critical thinking skills to
fostering critical dispositions #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 20:28 | neilbuddel

@TCNoel should I tweet more from my session then? #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 20:28 | bwuetherick

Ooh, @mctoonish asks about copyright ... #ds106radio #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 20:27 | TCNoel

Listening into @grantpotter @giuliaforsythe @brlamb on #ds106radio from my living room in upstate NY
#stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 20:26 | BenjaminHarwood

Role of Twitter in #ds106radio protocol from @brlamb #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 20:26 | TCNoel

Critical thinking as disposition rather than skill ... from teaching critical thinking skills to fostering critical
dispositions #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 20:26 | bwuetherick



RT @TCNoel: Live-tweeting of #STLHE2012 may be skewed to web radio session ...

21-Jun-12 20:25 | mctoonish

Live-tweeting of #STLHE2012 may be skewed to web radio session ...

21-Jun-12 20:24 | TCNoel

Sitting in #stlhe2012 session about #ds106radio with @grantpotter @giuliaforsythe @brlamb

21-Jun-12 20:23 | richardgorrie

Link for #ds106radio session: http://t.co/bcKKcWFa #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 20:23 | TCNoel

Check out the page with tutorials, etc. from #ds106radio #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 20:23 | mctoonish

@bryanjack @grantpotter @cogdog hi guys! Glad you can tune in! #ds106radio #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 20:22 | giuliaforsythe

Curious how copyright fits in with #ds106radio. #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 20:21 | mctoonish

Originally #ds106radio a place for students to explore audio. Way for students to participate in audio conversation
w/o login. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 20:21 | TCNoel

And very impressed by the fascinating response of the people in the wrong ... A lot of "you're asking the wrong
question" #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 20:20 | bwuetherick

Managed to get into the internet radio session about #ds106 #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 20:20 | jaymiek

uncertain about the experience of the last session ... Interesting data, but presented in strange and out-of-context
ways #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 20:19 | bwuetherick

We're broadcasting live on #ds106radio at #stlhe2012.

21-Jun-12 20:19 | mctoonish

We are broadcasting live on #ds106radio right now! #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 20:18 | TCNoel

RT @TCNoel: Session on #ds106radio about too start! #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 20:17 | mctoonish

Session on #ds106radio about too start! #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 20:17 | TCNoel

RT @TCNoel: Mansfield 8 is buzzing - we're stoked for web radio session! #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 20:17 | mctoonish

Mansfield 8 is buzzing - we're stoked for web radio session! #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 20:16 | TCNoel

Thanks! “@giuliaforsythe: Deconstructing the Concept Map [visual notes] #STLHE2012 http://t.co/XbE4IdCQ”

21-Jun-12 20:16 | restiandriati

About to start #ds106radio session at #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 20:15 | giuliaforsythe

Social media in the classroom #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 20:15 | rjhogue



The classroom beyond the four walls... social media panel #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 20:14 | smosonyi

We are getting an iP4d lesson. (Limitations to first version in terms of mirroring.) #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 20:13 | TCNoel

my first #STLHE2012 was illuminating, alas it’s over for me now. Hope to be back next year.

21-Jun-12 20:11 | plrowley

So far we've established that @giuliaforsythe has a real talent for drawing cool things. #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 20:11 | mctoonish

And we ARE at capacity in Mansfield 8! #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 20:09 | TCNoel

We are in a teeny tiny room. I suspect we'll be at capacity shortly (& session doesn't start for 10 min).
#STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 20:08 | TCNoel

RT @icantstanyu: Following the #STLHE2012 conversation and loving the fact that most of the tweets are from
ULC and @GMCTE_UofS.

21-Jun-12 20:04 | veeebsy

RT @TCNoel: Soon session by @giuliaforsythe @grantpotter @brlamb. I'm sitting next to @mctoonish!
#STLHE2012 #Tweeps

21-Jun-12 20:04 | mctoonish

Beyond skills to dispositions: Transforming the critical thinking classrooms #thisouttabegood #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 20:02 | veeebsy

Soon session by @giuliaforsythe @grantpotter @brlamb. I'm sitting next to @mctoonish! #STLHE2012 #Tweeps

21-Jun-12 20:02 | TCNoel

Following the #STLHE2012 conversation and loving the fact that most of the tweets are from ULC and
@GMCTE_UofS.

21-Jun-12 20:01 | icantstanyu

Sitting in room waiting for @giuliaforsythe @grantpotter and @brlamb to do their thing. Been looking forward to
this all day. #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 19:59 | mctoonish

RT @fitzm: Finding in blended learning study: lack of prof feedback in online discussion kills motivation. Need to
build for interaction #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 19:55 | pattimarathon

@giuliaforsythe Thanks for sharing all the great visuals over the course of the #STLHE2012 conference — gives
a flavour of sessions missed!

21-Jun-12 19:48 | ProfTucker

Ok @fitzm Is this #stlhe2012 at McGill? http://t.co/I3e9dftM

21-Jun-12 19:47 | jokrausdu

Male students report that they study much less than female students, and also that they have worse study skills -
curious why #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 19:47 | bwuetherick

This session is one of the most interesting conversations all conferences. Hard questions, harder answers
#measuringsuccess #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 19:45 | veeebsy

Discussion table on services for study abroad/distance learning led to talk about OA advocacy. Awesome.
#stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 19:44 | fitzm

In (small) study, students in experimental grp able to ID concepts & relate them to prev concepts in course, own
experiences. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 19:42 | TCNoel

Valerie Lopes - These are our students and we have to enable their success. #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 19:41 | wilsondotmary



Finding in blended learning study: lack of prof feedback in online discussion kills motivation. Need to build for
interaction #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 19:40 | fitzm

Revisiting Reflective Journals, Tim O'Connell round table [visual notes] #STLHE2012 http://t.co/7lHBJyyN

21-Jun-12 19:39 | giuliaforsythe

Personal Epistemologies as Barriers and Facilitators 2 Learning by Science & Eng UG Students:
http://t.co/rsN52HFk #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 19:35 | TCNoel

Got to give some impromptu Google Scholar tips during my preso at #stlhe2012. Best participants ever. Thanks!

21-Jun-12 19:35 | fitzm

@bwuetherick Same reason(s) for all groups? #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 19:35 | mctoonish

For example, abor. students, disabled students, low income students, and male students are dropping out more
than average #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 19:33 | bwuetherick

Compared collab grp approach & peer inst in diff sections. Collab grp performed better on final exam q - more
deep learning? #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 19:32 | TCNoel

Interesting data being shared by Richard Wiggers, from HEQCO, on Ontario universities #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 19:32 | bwuetherick

Conceptual-conflict collab group exercises: structured grps solve conceptual prob, some present 2 class. Class
votes 4 options. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 19:31 | TCNoel

RT @jaymiek Anything for national aboriginal day at #stlhe2012? // good question!

21-Jun-12 19:26 | bwuetherick

Reflective Writing Tool - used to prompt metacognition in students as they read text prior to class, construct
self-dialogue. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 19:26 | TCNoel

Suite of activities: Reflective Writing Tool, conceptual-conflict collab grp exercises, critique writing exercises.
#STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 19:24 | TCNoel

RT @jaymiek: Ever had an awesome teacher? Want a way to thank them? http://t.co/0SPvcGN6 #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 19:24 | grrrlmeetsworld

Like how presenter used images of cogs working together to show aspects that effect learning. If one cog breaks,
nothing works. #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 19:23 | mctoonish

If material presented in fragmented way, & student expects more cohesion, conflict arises. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 19:23 | TCNoel

How I've described reading outside my field MT @TCNoel: Although understand each word, sentences take form
of unknown language #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 19:22 | genegeek

great conversation at the learning commons redux round table thx to all who participated! #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 19:22 | wilsondotmary

Exciting round table discussion about TA training programs, led by Erin from across town at SFU! #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 19:22 | cdrawn

Epistemoogical conflict if student expects argument from authority but class activities require independent
thought. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 19:22 | TCNoel

Students enter sci courses with preconceived beliefs re: nature of science, and can be very set in high school
ways of learning. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 19:21 | TCNoel



Although individual words understandable, sentences appear to take form of unknown language in gateway
science courses. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 19:19 | TCNoel

Important to remember -> RT @TCNoel: Language & epistemology of science akin to foreign culture. Challenge
4 students. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 19:19 | mcshanahan

Language & epistemology of science akin to foreign culture. Challenge 4 students. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 19:18 | TCNoel

How does your institution define blended learning? #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 19:18 | mctoonish

“@giuliaforsythe: Deconstructing the Concept Map [visual notes] #STLHE2012 http://t.co/QzBkGRf3” lovely!

21-Jun-12 19:17 | Mklaurie

In session on Blended Learning in Digital Age. #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 19:17 | mctoonish

Calvin Kalman speaking at session, but total of 8 collaborators from various schools. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 19:17 | TCNoel

RT @peterallanwolf: #stlhe2012 with the increasing professionalizing of educ dvlpmt & STLHE's SoTL focus, will
we end up privilege (ed) research over t&l?

21-Jun-12 19:15 | mctoonish

Now: Are we focusing too much on teaching? How do we measure the impact on learning? #SoTL #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 19:14 | veeebsy

#stlhe2012 with the increasing professionalizing of educ dvlpmt & STLHE's SoTL focus, will we end up privilege
(ed) research over t&l?

21-Jun-12 19:13 | peterallanwolf

@HEQCO presentation: are we focusing too much on the teaching? how do we measure the impact on learning?
#stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 19:12 | smosonyi

Round table discussion was a nice change of pace. Mixed reviews on my table however - definitely lots of food
for thought #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 19:09 | veeebsy

Awaiting start of CS5.04 - Understanding the Nature of Science & Nonscientific Modes of Thinking in Gateway
Science Courses. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 19:08 | TCNoel

Roundtable on fostering positive public perception on higher ed was informative #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 19:02 | smosonyi

#stlhe2012 "leaders can be developed" round table discussion .. Veronique Dorais Ram

21-Jun-12 19:00 | SherryLeeDuncan

Visually stunning resources & references of #STLHE2012 pre-conference session via @giuliaforsythe's site:
http://t.co/lC2lSimF

21-Jun-12 18:31 | SFUteachlearn

RT @jaymiek: Ever had an awesome teacher? Want a way to thank them? http://t.co/0SPvcGN6 #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 18:27 | peterallanwolf

Good teaching doesn't come out of a vacuum #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 18:25 | jaymiek

Ever had an awesome teacher? Want a way to thank them? http://t.co/0SPvcGN6 #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 18:23 | jaymiek

RT @giuliaforsythe: Deconstructing the Concept Map [visual notes] #STLHE2012 http://t.co/KnRcF4gX

21-Jun-12 18:16 | adamfdotnet



@giuliaforsythe Sorry if I was too klouchey with my suggestions last night #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 18:15 | mattforsythe

@mattforsythe I told a conference organizer that we need to use human language #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 18:10 | giuliaforsythe

Listening to heather and barbara...the Tao do Sam-I-am in the work of instructional designers... #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 18:09 | Diane_Janes

@giuliaforsythe how’s it going today? #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 18:06 | mattforsythe

RT @TCNoel: Yay! Eduroam working for me at McGill. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 17:18 | mcgill_wireless

Went to a session on communities of practice that was very interesting, but no Internet so couldn't share with my
Twitter CoP. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 17:12 | mctoonish

Everyone is making use of wordle and think, pair, share #funbutallthesame #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 17:06 | veeebsy

Learning with, from and about each other #key #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 17:06 | veeebsy

Amazing use of prezi at the Alan Blizzard plenary ... Great design .... #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 16:09 | rjhogue

Deconstructing the Concept Map [visual notes] #STLHE2012 http://t.co/KnRcF4gX

21-Jun-12 15:58 | giuliaforsythe

But what could be more fun?!? :) @TCNoel: Oh, I hope we don't spend too much time on definitions (blended,
hybrid) ... #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 15:42 | stumpymccripple

Congratulations to #McMaster the Alan Blizzard Award recipients for their program for interprofessional practice,
ed and research #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 15:42 | veeebsy

Now the Allan Blizzard Award presentation - an award for collaborative projects that improve ardent learning
#stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 15:39 | veeebsy

Really simple yet effective method of dealing with at risk students - weekly meetings with various ppl across
campus to discuss #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 15:39 | veeebsy

Discuss learning outcomes (for students and teachers) at start. How do we meet in the middle? #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 15:36 | UofT_Teaching

Participant concerned re: bringing in more teachers in science class. I say that represents science - dynamic,
community-based! #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 15:31 | TCNoel

RT @UofT_Teaching: Sustainable educational development means time for reflection. Stop, think, understand
surroundings and environment. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 15:31 | Diane_Janes

RT @joannealisonfox: Personal, reflective, and supportive = speakers at #STLHE2012. Being a good educator is
all about understanding what it means to be human

21-Jun-12 15:31 | Diane_Janes

RT @mctoonish: NRC asked how to balance need to be prepaired when meeting w/ others & what she's saying. I
think by being prepared to listen. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 15:30 | Diane_Janes

We need a http://t.co/Bei6VYQJ (or OK Cupid?) to hook up virtual team teachers! #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 15:29 | TCNoel



Book recommendation "The Graphic Syllabus and the Outcomes Map: Communicating Your Course"
http://t.co/tLq41EF0 #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 15:25 | richardgorrie

VTT handouts available via #STLHE2012 Pathable site.

21-Jun-12 15:24 | TCNoel

Student stereotypes about urban/rural people appeared to have positive shift at end of course. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 15:23 | TCNoel

Students didn't really like using camera to communicate with students in another town. Big camera scary!
#STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 15:22 | TCNoel

#stlhe2012 "Don't take away recess..." Amen! http://t.co/OOr3tRt4

21-Jun-12 15:21 | SherryLeeDuncan

#stlhe2012 CS4.12 Group work-if fired, allow individual project but lower the maximum grade #nugget

21-Jun-12 15:20 | ProfTucker

Deep dialogue in response to the question "What is the responsibility of the university to provide transformative
experiences?" #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 15:20 | trudeanstudents

#stlhe2012 3M teaching A Thompson "Welcome to my classroom"Students will perform to your expectations..
http://t.co/GP041jmV

21-Jun-12 15:19 | SherryLeeDuncan

AW because student feedback measures are so instrumental in T&P we need to ensure faculty confidence in
reliability and validity. #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 15:18 | wilsondotmary

Students used Prezi. Was useful to allow multiple people constructing presentation (nearly) simultaneously.
#STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 15:18 | TCNoel

Not totally convinced of the importance of classifying concept maps #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 15:18 | jaymiek

VTT used Moodle - open source, easy to use. Students used wikis in Moodle at beginning & end of course.
#STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 15:17 | TCNoel

#stlhe2012 "teacher expectancy model" .. What are your student expectations based on? http://t.co/EdR9tQZp

21-Jun-12 15:15 | SherryLeeDuncan

Can combine v different instructors, but need to share instructional philosophy. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 15:14 | TCNoel

Synchronous nature of the VTT courses allowed flexibility that might not be possible in other formats.
#STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 15:08 | TCNoel

Can help boost student "digital self-esteem" by use of communications technology in course. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 15:05 | TCNoel

#stlhe2012 3M winner Friedman showing masterful building of concepts, clarity of expectations (this is what I
want you to be able to do).

21-Jun-12 15:03 | cdrawn

A benefit - honest exchange of ideas, constructive criticism from colleagues. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 15:02 | TCNoel

Nathan Loewen reminds us that technology does have learning curve, can bring many challenges. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 15:01 | TCNoel

Virtual guest speaker from India could speak to classes here. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 15:00 | TCNoel



We learn that virtual presenter Nathan likes cats ... Good man! #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 14:57 | TCNoel

The Change Lab at SFU - now this is applied, interdisciplinary learning! http://t.co/8Ubd3xbm #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 14:55 | trudeanstudents

Instructors organized a "meet halfway" trip so students could meet. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 14:55 | TCNoel

VTT - used cloud-based presentation tools. Urban/rural contrast noted. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 14:53 | TCNoel

Fun US election map app ... 270towin ... #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 14:51 | rjhogue

VTT project used many technologies. Heavy reliance on iChat. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 14:51 | TCNoel

Virtual Team Teaching project - pedagogical exp't, Vanier College, Cegep de Sept-Ils humanities courses. 8
teachers, 3 courses #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 14:50 | TCNoel

Ah, first Prezi I've seen at #STLHE2012!

21-Jun-12 14:45 | TCNoel

McGill has created very useful guides and tools for faculty to use in interpreting student feedback on courses
#STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 14:45 | wilsondotmary

Talking about concept maps at #STLHE2012 <3

21-Jun-12 14:44 | jaymiek

Graduate and professional skills workshops at Concordia http://t.co/rp5DYwno #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 14:44 | richardgorrie

Fun exercise, name the state, #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 14:43 | rjhogue

Looks like each school (or departments) tend to try to define terms for themselves. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 14:43 | TCNoel

Two key points: learning doesn't exist in a vacuum and learning isn't linear. #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 14:43 | veeebsy

Learning without boundaries: supporting students holistically with L.Wilson from the UofWales Student Services
#stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 14:42 | veeebsy

Oh, I hope we don't spend too much time on definitions (blended, hybrid) ... #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 14:42 | TCNoel

Definitions of blended vary widely - technology not always included as necessary component. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 14:40 | TCNoel

Learning about SFU's Semester in Dialogue. Bold way to create a learning environment. #nolectures #noexams
@nopapers #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 14:40 | trudeanstudents

Now we're talking about "blended learning". At York, it's defined! #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 14:38 | TCNoel

SC: Project not about technology - it's about communication! #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 14:37 | TCNoel



@MaggieMcDnll WHERE ARE THE (full-size) BAGELS??!?!? #Montreal #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 14:36 | TCNoel

Sharon Coyle says you don't have to be a tech wizard to use these tools. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 14:35 | TCNoel

Anything for national aboriginal day at #stlhe2012?

21-Jun-12 14:35 | jaymiek

Now, to learn about virtual team teaching. One presenter is speaking to us via Skype from UVic! #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 14:33 | TCNoel

Room is buzzing. #stlhe2012 U.S. Election workshop.

21-Jun-12 14:32 | MaggieMcDnll

#stlhe2012 CS4.12 Don't assume students know how to work in a group #GtreatNugget

21-Jun-12 14:31 | ProfTucker

Sessions too interactive and too intimate to tweet. :) #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 14:27 | saskatoonberry2

Energetic #STLHE2012 presenters. Our #ds106radio session is in this room at 4:15 @brlamb @grantpotter:
giulia.fo... http://t.co/bXQpXJ1X

21-Jun-12 14:20 | dshareski

RT @giuliaforsythe: Energetic #STLHE2012 presenters. Our #ds106radio session is in this room at 4:15
@brlamb @grantpotter http://t.co/3VrcK8jD

21-Jun-12 14:17 | mctoonish

Energetic #STLHE2012 presenters. Our #ds106radio session is in this room at 4:15 @brlamb @grantpotter
http://t.co/3VrcK8jD

21-Jun-12 14:15 | giuliaforsythe

Agreed. Quite remarkable. @natashakenny: #stlhe2012 Nicole Rege Colet was incredibly reflective, vulnerable
and absolutely 'real'

21-Jun-12 14:08 | Margin_Notes

RT @natashakenny: #stlhe2012 love the notion of listening deeply, w/out having to filter things through our
existing beliefs - listen w/ the intent 2 LISTEN

21-Jun-12 14:04 | veeebsy

Still not convinced about these "nutrition" breaks. We're in Montreal - where are the croissants? #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 13:58 | MaggieMcDnll

A quick shirt change after the sweltering bike ride here and I'm ready for another action packed day at
#STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 13:52 | CjBayesian

RT @mctoonish: NRC asked how to balance need to be prepaired when meeting w/ others & what she's saying. I
think by being prepared to listen. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 13:45 | UofT_Teaching

I'm wondering what car I would be. Hoping Audi wagon (reliable, well designed). Probably VW bus (out of date,
classic to some) #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 13:44 | UofT_Teaching

RT @natashakenny: #stlhe2012 Nicole Rege Colet was incredibly reflective, vulnerable and absolutely 'real'

21-Jun-12 13:43 | c_hoessler

NRC say "I don’t know" and it’s okay to say because it means I’m letting go…of the control #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 13:42 | c_hoessler

NRC asked how to balance need to be prepaired when meeting w/ others & what she's saying. I think by being
prepared to listen. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 13:41 | mctoonish

RT @TCNoel: Yes! Courageous, inspiring talk! RT @natashakenny: #stlhe2012 Nicole Rege Colet was incredibly
reflective, vulnerable and absolutely 'real'

21-Jun-12 13:41 | joannealisonfox



RT @TCNoel: Yes! Courageous, inspiring talk! RT @natashakenny: #stlhe2012 Nicole Rege Colet was incredibly
reflective, vulnerable and absolutely 'real'

21-Jun-12 13:41 | adamfdotnet

#stlhe2012 we need to think more about restoring dialogue, rather than providing expertise - we need to help
others create change

21-Jun-12 13:40 | natashakenny

RT @adamfdotnet: It takes a lot of courage to "not know" #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 13:40 | joannealisonfox

RT @natashakenny: #stlhe2012 We must ask "what can I do to empower faith and confidence in others - to fully
restore (discover) their potential?"

21-Jun-12 13:40 | bestpoutine

Yes! Courageous, inspiring talk! RT @natashakenny: #stlhe2012 Nicole Rege Colet was incredibly reflective,
vulnerable and absolutely 'real'

21-Jun-12 13:39 | TCNoel

Avoiding the steamroller means we can enable the community to find their voice. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 13:39 | UofT_Teaching

RT @fitzm: Awesomely bilingual morning at #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 13:39 | adamfdotnet

Personal, reflective, and supportive = speakers at #STLHE2012. Being a good educator is all about
understanding what it means to be human

21-Jun-12 13:39 | joannealisonfox

It takes a lot of courage to "not know" #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 13:39 | adamfdotnet

#stlhe2012 We must ask "what can I do to empower faith and confidence in others - to fully restore (discover)
their potential?"

21-Jun-12 13:38 | natashakenny

Awesomely bilingual morning at #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 13:38 | fitzm

RT @kathymesnow: #STLHE2012 NRC says question rigid belief systems- but start with your own

21-Jun-12 13:37 | fitzm

RT @zoneticcll: #stlhe2012 Nicole Rege Colet illustrating with style the power of personal narrative as a
pedagogical technique.

21-Jun-12 13:36 | UofT_Teaching

RT @UofT_Teaching: Enthusiasm is important but avoid steamroller tactics. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 13:35 | mctoonish

#stlhe2012 feel like a diplomat with the translation head phones on :)

21-Jun-12 13:35 | shaned07

Enthusiasm is important but avoid steamroller tactics. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 13:35 | UofT_Teaching

RT @UofT_Teaching: Sustainable educational development means time for reflection. Stop, think, understand
surroundings and environment. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 13:34 | CentreforFacDev

RT @natashakenny: #stlhe2012 love the notion of listening deeply, w/out having to filter things through our
existing beliefs - listen w/ the intent 2 LISTEN

21-Jun-12 13:34 | mctoonish

#stlhe2012 love the notion of listening deeply, w/out having to filter things through our existing beliefs - listen w/
the intent 2 LISTEN

21-Jun-12 13:34 | natashakenny

#stlhe2012 NRC plenary akin to eds version of agile prj management

21-Jun-12 13:33 | shaned07



@natashakenny & @giuliaforsythe you should try to meet up with my buddy brian (@SMUWritCentre) while at
#stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 13:32 | kylemackie

#STLHE2012 plenary in French asks us to question rigid belief systems & restore dialogue. Thank you
translators, glad to be able to listen

21-Jun-12 13:32 | joannealisonfox

#stlhe2012 Nicole Rege Colet was incredibly reflective, vulnerable and absolutely 'real'

21-Jun-12 13:31 | natashakenny

Collective intelligence allows us to move forward and progress in educational development. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 13:29 | TCNoel

#stlhe2012 Nicole Rege Colet illustrating with style the power of personal narrative as a pedagogical technique.

21-Jun-12 13:28 | zoneticcll

Can be difficult in rigid systems to get people to think out of the box. This is where empowering people to fulfil
selves key. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 13:28 | TCNoel

RT @bestpoutine: think outside of the box, empower people to fulfil themselves, restore dialogue, and develop
collective intelligence #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 13:28 | mctoonish

RT @kathymesnow: #STLHE2012 NRC says question rigid belief systems- but start with your own

21-Jun-12 13:27 | UofT_Teaching

RT @bestpoutine: think outside of the box, empower people to fulfil themselves, restore dialogue, and develop
collective intelligence #stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 13:27 | UofT_Teaching

RT @kathymesnow: #STLHE2012 NRC says question rigid belief systems- but start with your own

21-Jun-12 13:27 | mctoonish

#STLHE2012 NRC says question rigid belief systems- but start with your own

21-Jun-12 13:25 | kathymesnow

NRC priorities, cont.: empowering people to fulfil themselves, restore dialogue, nurture collective intelligence.
#STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 13:25 | TCNoel

think outside of the box, empower people to fulfil themselves, restore dialogue, and develop collective intelligence
#stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 13:25 | bestpoutine

NRC priorities: listening 2 system, stop performing at all costs, questioning rigid belief systems, thinking out of the
box ...#STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 13:24 | TCNoel

Learn to listen without influence of belief system. #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 13:24 | UofT_Teaching

Priorities: listen to the system, stop performing at all costs, question rigid belief systems, think outside of the box,
#stlhe2012

21-Jun-12 13:24 | bestpoutine

NRC had to set aside beliefs, models, to listen to people within system, learn what their proximal dev't zone is.
#STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 13:23 | TCNoel

The sign of a microbiologist: MT @TCNoel: (Do they disinfect between uses?) #STLHE2012

21-Jun-12 13:22 | gavatron

NRC struggled with preparing for #STLHE2012 talk. "Old" Nicole expectations of being the red Ferrari.

21-Jun-12 13:22 | TCNoel

#stlhe2012 #stlhe2012 we need to reflect upon what we need to do to change - shifting self before others!

21-Jun-12 13:19 | natashakenny
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